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By MATT SiMOnETTE
 
Officials from the Trans United Fund, an advocacy 
working on behalf of transgender and gender-ex-
pansive individuals and their allies, and SPART*A, 
an organization for LGBT service members and 
veterans, on Aug. 10, convened an online discus-
sion with numerous advocates to address Presi-
dent Donald Trump’s threatened ban of transgen-
der individuals from the military.

“The president obviously has a tremendous 
bully pulpit get his message out there, and his 
recent comments … have obviously had a tre-
mendously powerful impact on folks in active 
service, reservists, veterans [and] those who are 
considering enlisting, as well as in the broader 
community,” said Hayden Mora, Trans United’s 
co-founder.

Laila Ireland, SPART*A’s membership director, 
said that Trump’s comments perpetuate a “de-
structive narrative” about transgender Americans.

“As long as [a ban] remains in place, people 
will be able to point to it and say, ‘These people 

are sick,’” Ireland said. “…They will not be able 
to be seen as full citizens.”

Activist Angelica Ross, who endured a brief but 
difficult stint in the military, acknowledged the 
importance of addressing Trump’s ban, but urged 
some community members to continue squaring 
off on issues like transphobia and socio-political 
inequities experienced by transgender individu-
als. She further suggested that persons impacted 

both directly and indirectly by the ban reflect on 
their talents and how they can best contribute to 
their causes.

“One thing for all of us trans folks is to really 
take inventory of your capacity and your skills,” 
she said. “So if you want to be there to fight on 
the ground, great. But also, there’s a big miscon-
ception about the talent available in our com-
munity. … I feel like there’s a big battle going 
on at home. I feel like we could use all hands on 
deck here at home.”

Ireland noted an inherent difficulty facing the 
trans military personnel who are currently most 
in the crosshairs—they will be limited by how 
much they can publicly speak about the latest 
developments.

“What everyone has to understand is that, in 
the military, you’re very limited in what you can 
and cannot say,” she explained. “Your job is not 
to speculate or ridicule the policy, our president 
or people in Congress. Your job is to go to work, 
do the job, get it done, go home.”

Another panelist reminded the advocates that 
the argument against a ban needs to be framed 
as much as possible without appealing to ab-
stract discussions.

“Don’t make it about ‘fairness’ and ‘equality’; 
make it, ‘How would you feel if the president or-
dered that you lose your job?” she said. “These 
are people with lives and families and children 
who depend on them for housing and medical 
care. … Those are fears that people understand. 
When you appeal to common values and common 
concerns, you make [many] more inroads with 
potential allies.”

Ireland, a 12-year military veteran, noted the 
importance of maintaining diverse personnel in 
the military.

“Every person I worked with, and every person 
who was on my team, came from different back-
grounds and [had] different identities,” she said. 
“We needed those differences to move forward 
and become successful.”

Lawsuit filed against
Trump directive 

On Aug. 9, lawyers from the National Center 
for Lesbian Rights (NCLR) and GLBTQ Legal Advo-
cates & Defenders (GLAD) filed a federal lawsuit 
in the U.S. District Court for the District of Co-
lumbia challenging President Trump’s directive to 
reinstate a ban on transgender people serving in 
the military, according to an NCLR press release. 

The suit, Doe v. Trump, was filed on behalf of 
five transgender service members with nearly 60 
years of combined military service.

In addition to NCLR and GLAD, the plaintiffs 
in Doe v. Trump are represented by lawyers from 
Foley, Hoag LLP and WilmerHale.

The complaint can be seen at http://www.
nclrights.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/AS-
FILED-COMPLAINT_Doe.v.Trump_-1.pdf.
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Trans advocates
discuss military ban

Angelica Ross. 
Photo by chuck Kramer

TEEN SPEAK
By KELSi WiLLiAMS 

 Depression and suicide awareness are both 
important topics that have their fair amount 
of advocates, but what these advocates rarely 
disclose is that a high percentage of adolescent 
suicide attempts, suicides and records of depres-
sion come from people within the LGBT+ com-
munity. It is not to be disrespectful or downplay 
their struggle, it is merely because this is some-
thing not many people know about.
 Bullying is a common thing within middle 
and high schoolers all over the country, this is 
nothing new, but students that identify as basi-
cally anything other than straight are under a 
lot more scrutiny as well as pressure. The kid 
getting bullied about not being able to run as 
fast as everyone else is automatically forgotten 
about when someone who has an interest in the 
same sex walks through the door, even though 
neither one of them should be harassed. 
 The things said to them by their peers stay on 
their minds not only because of the emotional 
effect behind them, but also because of the 
repetition of which the words are spoken. Since 
nothing is really going to be done about what 
is said to the LGBT+ students, they are forced 
to struggle day to day without much support or 
help. 
 Suicide rates of teens have seen a 24% in-
crease since 1999, without worrying about 
whether their marital decisions will be respected 
when, and if, they decide to do so. High school 
is a stressful and very confusing time for all no 
matter what your sexuality is, so struggling with 
your own identity is an extra stressor that really 
wasn’t needed. 
 Bullying and school pressures are not the only 
causes of large numbers of depression and sui-
cide; treatment from family and former friends 
also plays a large factor. As a good family mem-
ber, good friend, basically just a good human 
being, you should love the people you love 
unconditionally—meaning, in this case, their 
sexual orientation or gender identity should not 
determine how much you love them. 
 All of this backlash for something they can’t 
change takes a toll on a person and they feel 
like the only thing they can do to feel better is 
to end their life—it should be made clear that 
there are plenty of other ways to escape people 

who are not worthy of you, but sadly not every-
one is told this. 
 Children and teenagers that have been able to 
get through the terrible adolescent phase only 
slightly bruised then tend to experience all of 
these acts of unkindness in the wonderful adult 
world. Although being an adult is supposed to 
make people more mature, considering they are 
faced with a lot more responsibilities, it is often 
that they can be just as bad as kids. 
 Getting bullied in the locker room just turns 
into getting bullied in the office kitchen while 
getting coffee. Getting picked last for group 
projects, unfortunately, turns to getting fired 
just for sexual orientation, which is of course 
kept under wraps. These are things that people 
will rarely hear about because it doesn’t impact 
the “majority of society,” but newsflash: Not 
everyone is built the same way so the whole 
idea that society is built on people being similar 
and that there is some sort of standard is pretty 
much a scam. 
 The buildup of rejection from loved ones, 
previous bullying while in school, and unfair 
treatment in a workplace may eventually lead 
to a form of depression where the person feels 
trapped and feels like they have nowhere to 
turn. This feeling is common throughout people 
who have depression, but sadly in the cases that 
I am describing it is often true so, as I stated 
above, they feel there is only one way out. 
 Suicide rates within the LGBT+ community are 
four times higher than any other community 
regarding race or gender. As a depression and 
suicide awareness advocate myself, this was a 
shock. The sheer truth is that mental illness and 
a person wishing to end their life is a terrible 
thing all around, but it is even more terrible for 
your struggles to be overlooked based on some-
thing due to things that can’t be changed. 
 I am not saying all of this to be negative or 
suggest that things do not get better. I am try-
ing to open everyone’s eyes so that they can 
see everything happening under their nose that 
they may miss. If it is something that you have 
experienced or missed then I hope this tells ev-
eryone that it exists and there are things to be 
done to save valuable lives. 
 Suicide Hotline: 1-800-273-8255.

The sad truth about suicide rates 

@windycitytimes www.windycitymediagroup.com
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Kelsi Williams is a senior at Lindblom Math and Science Academy, where she writes for their 
newspaper, The Talon. 
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By MATT SiMOnETTE

Channyn Lynne Parker, currently the project man-
ager for Chicago House’s TransLife Project, will 
be leaving her post effective Aug. 31 and taking 
a new position as manager of youth drop-in at 
Broadway Youth Center [BYC].

Parker, who begins the new job Sept. 15, told 
Windy City Times that she has “a passion for 
youth work, particularly around marginalized 
youth. This new position offers me a platform 
where I can expand on that work and help [BYC 
operator Howard Brown Health] continue that 
good work they do, providing resources that help 
stabilize the lives of homeless youth.”

BYC’s work, Parker added, benefits not just 
unstably housed youth and youth experiencing 
homelessness, but the entire community as well. 
“Helping young people to stabilize lives helps 
us to stabilize ours. If they’re better equipped 
to take the torches that we’re making the world 
better for us. They’re tomorrow’s leaders and our 
caretakers.”

She further noted, “I have loved my time with 
Chicago House TransLife Project. From this pro-
gram, I have grown and learned so much. I know 
that the good work there will continue, as the TLC 
team will continue to serve those most marginal-
ized—trans women, particularly trans women of 
color—in the most meaningful way.”

In a statement, Chicago House congratulated 

Parker, saying, “Through her unending determi-
nation, advocacy and optimistic sprit, Channyn 
has changed the lives of hundreds of transgen-
der and gender nonconforming  individuals who 
have passed through the TLC Program. While she 
will be sorely missed, Chicago House and Howard 
Brown enjoy a collaborative partnership that will 
only grow stronger as Channyn brings her wealth 
of experience in organizing to BYC. “

 Learn more about TransLife at ChicagoHouse.
org and BYC at HowardBrown.org.

EI solicits pro-trans
support at state fair 

Equality Illinois has been in Springfield at the 
Illinois State Fair, which runs Aug. 10-20, seeking 
support from fairgoers against President Trump’s 
proposed ban on transgender people serving in 
the military.

Fairgoers who stop by the Equality Illinois 
booth during the state fair will be able to sign a 
message to their U.S. representative that Equality 

Illinois will forward to Washington.
The messages to Congress continue a tradition 

at the Illinois State Fair going back to 2012, 
when Equality Illinois first opened a booth there 
and collected signatures on postcards in support 
of marriage equality that were sent to state leg-
islators.

Additionally, Illinoisans unable to be at the fair 
can take action online and send a message to 
their U.S. representative at tinyurl.com/NoTrans-
Ban.

See EQIL.org.

Channyn Lynne Parker. 
Photo courtesy of Parker

Parker accepts BYC position

Ei Summer Outreach Fellow Kyreece Chatman gets signatures at the state fair. 
Photo courtesy of Mitchell Locin
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By Liz BAuDLER

An already tense atmosphere at Aug, 12’s Slut-
Walk Chicago exploded when, near the march’s 
conclusion, five marchers were arrested. Three of 
the five were trans individuals.

Founded in 2011, SlutWalk, an annual event in 
multiple cities around the world, protests rape 
culture and raises awareness of sexual violence. 
The first rally was in Toronto, after a police offi-
cer suggested “women should avoid dressing like 
sluts” as a precaution against sexual assault.

SlutWalk’s Facebook event page says, “we de-
mand an end to sexual violence and to the social 
codes of shame, silence, and blame surrounding 

it. The idea that that acts of violence can be ex-
cused due to a person’s dress, state of intoxica-
tion, location, and sexual history is ludicrous and 
feeds into the violent cultural view: that sexual 
assault is not a real crime. We actively fight 
against victim-blaming, ableism, body-shaming, 
slut-shaming, whorephobia, queerphobia, trans-
phobia, racism, classism, misogyny, fascism, and 
the racist policing/judicial/prison system.”

Prior to the march, activists assembled in the 
park at 808 N. Michigan for a brief rally with 
speakers. A SlutWalk organizer began by telling 
the crowd to ask consent before taking pictures 
and that if they experienced antagonism from 
anyone, to let an organizer know.

Early reports of a new Zionist movement, 
formed in the wake of the Dyke March Chicago 
controversy, planning to attend SlutWalk were 
realized. In a July 16 statement, SlutWalk had 

originally stood in solidarity with Dyke March 
Chicago in saying they “wouldn’t allow Zionist 
displays” at their event. But in a recent Times of 
Israel article, a SlutWalk organizer was quoted as 
saying, “We are not banning any symbols or any 
kind of ethnic or heritage flags.”

About 15 individuals with “Zioness” signs (an 
artist’s rendering of a woman wearing a Star of 
David), many also wearing t-shirts with rainbow 
Star of Davids, stood in the crowd around the 
speakers.

Periodically during the speeches, these indi-
viduals would raise their signs in the air, only to 
be blocked by people holding other signs or a red 
umbrella, an international symbol of sex workers’ 
rights, in front of them. Undeterred, the “Zio-
ness” contingent would circle the crowd, looking 
for a place to hoist their signs, and occasionally 
yelling disagreement when speakers directly ad-
dressed the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Saying his group had wanted to partner with 
SlutWalk because they “were not a single-issue 
movement,” Andy Thayer of Gay Liberation Net-
work compared attempts to turn America into a 
Christian nation with Israeli policy against Pal-
estinians. “Democracy cannot be limited to one 
race, one religion. It’s an oxymoron,” Thayer said.

Toward the end of the speeches, which con-
cluded with a Palestinian activist telling the 
crowd “you cannot be a Zionist and feminist,” 
the crowd broke into a spontaneous chant of 
“Free Palestine.”

Other speakers focused on issues such as sup-
porting sex workers and Black women in their 
daily lives and as part of movements. Referencing 
the weekend’s far-right marches in Charlottes-
ville, Virginia, a SlutWalk organizer drew paral-
lels between fascism and rape culture. “Fascism 
is rape culture in a social, political and economic 
costume,” they said.

At its height, SlutWalk appeared to contain 
about 150 people. The crowd notably thinned 
once the march passed Water Tower Place, with 
many of those carrying “Zioness” signs drifting 
away. SlutWalk continued down the Magnificent 
Mile with chants of “make rapists afraid again” 
and “the dress is not a yes” filling the air, often 
to the consternation of passersby.

The group headed over the Michigan Avenue 
Bridge and past Trump Tower, where organizers 
briefly paused to destroy a head of Donald Trump. 
By the time of the scuffle with police, the march 
had dwindled to around 60 people.

Tensions with the police had been evident ear-
lier in the route. At the intersection of Michi-
gan and Erie, organizers had wanted to cross the 
street with the traffic light, but the police had 
denied them, saying it was because of North-
western Hospital. They instead offered to let the 
march cross at the next intersection. After a brief 

standstill, the march continued and later crossed 
without incident. The police seemed similarly 
concerned about SlutWalk blocking the flow of 
traffic on the Michigan Avenue bridge sidewalk.

At Washington and State, organizers attempt-
ed to lead the march into the street. The police 
blocked their path and about two minutes later, 
could be seen dragging off individual marchers 
and brandishing bikes against the rest of the 
crowd, who began yelling “let her go” about one 
of those detained. Another arrestee was held 
down on the sidewalk by police before being 
taken to a waiting truck.

Shaken, the march continued, organizers urg-
ing people to stick together. Kelly, an activist 
from Brazil who had spoken at the rally, said she 
had not expected the police conflict to be so vio-
lent. “That’s something we’re used to seeing in 
Brazil,” she said.

According to the SlutWalk Facebook page, after 
the march’s Millennium Park conclusion, activists 
headed to Division and Larrabee for jail support 
on the evening of Aug. 12. Three of those ar-
rested were released with tickets that afternoon: 
later that evening a fourth, a trans woman, was 
released. 

According to an email Windy City Times re-
ceived from the Chicago Police Department, the 
woman had been charged with a misdemeanor 
resisting arrest of police officer, and a municipal 
charge of public assembly. She will have a court 
date in September.

Lee Dewey, a well-known member of Chicago’s 
trans community, who uses they/them pronouns, 
was charged with two counts of felony aggravat-
ed battery to a police officer, one misdemeanor 
count of aggravated assault, and a municipal 
charge of public assembly. 

According to the Chicago Police, after repeat-
edly ignoring verbal direction, Dewey allegedly 
bit an officer and attempted to bite a Chicago 
Police supervisor. Dewey had been the marcher 
the police were holding down on the sidewalk. 

On its Facebook page Aug. 12, SlutWalk wrote 
that a marcher, later confirmed to be Dewey, had 
been taken to St. Joseph’s Hospital from jail and 

then returned. Dewey was held overnight and had 
their bond hearing at 26th Street and California 
Avenue on the afternoon of Aug. 13. 

SlutWalk helped coordinate a jail support vigil 
at the courthouse, which attracted a crowd of 
about 40 supporters.

Organizers updated the crowd as to the status 
of Dewey’s progress through the court proceed-
ings. Shortly after 2 p.m., organizers delivered 
the news that Dewey was formally charged and 
bail was set at $100,000: a bond of $10,000 was 
posted soon after with help from the Chicago 
Community Bond Fund. 

Organizers did not know if Dewey’s trans iden-
tity would benefit or elongate the processing or 
release, but a SlutWalk organizer told the crowd 
that the facility “was not equipped to respect-
fully process trans folks.”

Dewey was released around 4:30 p.m. Aug. 
13, which surprised many, as they had been told 
usual estimates of processing time would have 
put release closer to 5:30 p.m. Organizers also 
seemed surprised at how high bond was set. They 
suggested the crowd donate to the Chicago Com-
munity Bond Fund and possibly set up a GoFund-
Me for Dewey.

Sunday bond court only allows two people 
besides attorneys to view the proceedings, usu-
ally close friends or family. Windy City Times 
spoke with Anson Poe and Adrian Summerville, 
who both identified themselves as Dewey’s close 
friends and said that Dewey had requested their 
presence.

Although he admitted this was his first time 
seeing a bond court, Poe found Dewey’s treat-
ment unusual.  

“They were kind of shuffling most people in and 
out,” Poe said. “Every case that I was seeing was 
felonies, but everyone else it was just like, eh, 
possession of drugs, bail is set at $10,000, get 
out of here. But with Lee it was another story. 
The account that the prosecutor gave was that 
the cop tried to shove Lee’s bike onto the side-
walk, Lee pulled it back, and they both fell down, 
and then Lee bit the cop, apparently. The defend-
er started off naming Lee’s do-gooder stuff, all 

Police arrest five
at SlutWalk; trans
marcher charged

Woman with zioness poster. 

Lee Dewey, (left), earlier in the day at SlutWalk. Dewey was later arrested and charged with a 
felony. 
all photos by Liz baudler
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the organizations they run, whatnot. The judge 
got really pissed and said, misgendering out the 
wazoo, ‘It doesn’t matter if we’re talking about a 
good guy here, what we’re talking about is that 
he bit the cop. Bail is $100,000.’”

Summerville concurred with Poe’s assessment. 
“I was incredibly surprised at the judge’s out-
burst. It was an aggressive stance, an aggres-
sive tone, and aggressive words. All of the other 
people we saw before were very routine.”

Summerville had been very close to Dewey dur-
ing the arrest, and ending up housing their bike 
and personal effects afterwards. “It was intense. 
It was excessive force on the police’s part,” said 
Summerville about the arrest. “[The police] were 
very upset that we were not getting onto the 
sidewalk, and so they grabbed Lee’s bike and 
wanted to start pushing things back. The bike 
was in the way, that was the big item, and so 
they targeted the bike. [The police] were grab-
bing the bike, and then they were grabbing Lee’s 
arm, and a lot of bikes fell over.”

Summerville confirmed that the police took 
Dewey to a hospital but said they did not think it 
was because of a physical injury sustained during 
arrest, and Poe said that Dewey looked uninjured 
in their court appearance. Summerville also felt 
that Dewey was targeted by police for their ap-
pearance.  

“It was very clear the people  [the police] 
chose,” said Summerville. “Lee does look very 

genderqueer, like they were probably within a 
marginalized community. I feel that had a lot to 
do with why they were chosen and why [the po-
lice] used excessive force.”

Poe was happy to wait as long as it took to 
support his friend. “I’m going to get Lee some 
real food and a shot of tequila when they get out 
of here,” he said.

SlutWalk organizers seemed both stunned and 
angered by the entire situation. One commented 
that perhaps the lack of media had “emboldened” 
police to act aggressively and arrest marchers. 
Earlier in the march, several reporters from other 
organizations had been present but left at some 
point. Another organizer confirmed that to her 
knowledge, no one had ever been arrested at 
SlutWalk Chicago in the past. She pointed out 
that this year almost all of the police officers who 
accompanied the march were male, and called the 
police behavior “unprecedented.”

“They’ve never been like that before,” she said.
But when asked for a statement Aug. 12, or-

ganizer HoneyB was able to balance the various 
narratives this year’s SlutWalk had contained.

“Aside from the arrests, I think the event was a 
success,” she said. “We talked about all the dif-
ferent intersectionalities of how rape culture af-
fects different identities and different areas from 
the world, and how we’d all like to come together 
and fight rape culture and fight whorephobia. We 
had a really good turnout.”

SlutWalk marchers. 

Police officer on top of Lee Dewey as he was being arrested. 
all photos by Liz baudler

http://www.bradlippitz.com
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A 20-year-old Ohio man accused of plowing 
a car into a crowd of protesters in Charlottes-
ville, Virginia, on Aug. 12—killing one person 
and leaving 19  injured—reportedly had long 
sympathized with Nazi views and had stood with 
a group of white supremacists hours before the 
crash, The Washington Post stated.

The woman he killed, Heather Heyer, was a 
32-year-old paralegal from a nearby town. Her 
mother, Susan Bro, told MSNBC that her daughter 
fought against bigotry in many forms, including 
for her African-American and gay friends.

In addition, two Virginia state troopers— H. 
Jay Cullen and Berke Bates—were killed doing 
surveillance work during the rally.

James Alex Fields Jr. held extremist ideals at 
least since high school, according to history 
teacher Derek Weimer, who said he taught Fields 
during his junior and senior years at Randall K. 
Cooper High School in Union, Kentucky. Weimer 
added that he attempted to steer Fields away 
from his pro-Nazi views.

Fields was charged with one count of second-
degree murder, three counts of malicious wound-
ing and another count related to the hit-and-run, 
authorities said. He was scheduled for arraign-
ment Aug. 14.

Pro-LGBT organizations were among those who 
issued responses to the goings-on at the rally. 
“Hate and bigotry must never be met with silence 
or half-hearted rebukes,” said Human Rights Cam-
paign President Chad Griffin. “The horrific events 
unfolding in Charlottesville today are a stark re-
minder that the racism and white supremacy that 
has been allowed to fester for generations has 
recently been emboldened by the policies and 
rhetoric of politicians like Donald Trump. There 
are no two sides.

“The Human Rights Campaign offers our con-
dolences to the family of the counter protester 
who lost their life and all those injured. Today 
and everyday, we must be outraged by this kind 
of prejudice and we will continue to confront this 
violent hatred wherever it rears its ugly head.”

GLAAD stated, “According to reports by nu-
merous journalists, alt-right marchers, including 
white supremacist David Duke, praised President 
Donald Trump while promoting attacks on mar-
ginalized communities such as African-Ameri-
cans, Hispanics, Jews, and LGBTQ Americans.”

GLAAD President/CEO Sarah Kate Ellis said, 
“GLAAD and countless LGBTQ Americans stand 
firmly together with other marginalized com-
munities to denounce these disgusting threats 
and cowardly fear tactics. This is the dangerous 
culture that having a Bully in Chief in the White 
House has created.”

In a separate release, Stacey Long Simmons, 
Esq.—director of the Advocacy and Action De-
partment of the National LGBTQ Task Force—said, 
“The National LGBTQ Task Force will not stand 
by and watch the very fabric of this nation torn 

apart by hate. We will stand with our immigrant, 
Muslim, African-American, Latino, differently-
abled and all marginalized people targeted by 
the hate and discrimination coming from all di-
rections, from the White House to the streets of 
Charlottesville.”

National LGBTQ Task Force Policy Counsel for 
Reproductive Rights, Health and Justice Candace 
Bond-Theriault said, “As a Black queer Virginian 
I am a swell of emotions. I am angry. It is 2017 
and a White Nationalist group in Charlottesville, 
Virginia had the audacity to march last night with 
torches, a symbol of allegiance with the KKK. I 
am also not shocked.

“Growing up in southern Virginia, I have wit-
nessed racism firsthand more times than I can 
count. But even in the face of this extreme dem-
onstration of hatred, I believe in the wise words 
of Martin Luther King Jr, that ‘Hate can’t drive 
out hate. Only love can do that.’ In this moment 
we must keep each other close, hold on to each 
other and spread love. Today I choose the emo-
tion of love, for myself and my fellow Black queer 
Virginians because love is a radical act of rebel-
lion.”

Va. Gov. Terry McAuliffe declared a state of 
emergency during the so-called “Unite the Right” 
rally.

The article is at https://www.washingtonpost.
com.

Charlottesville rally driver
allegedly pro-Nazi;
LGBTs decry violence

A photo of murdered Charlottesville anti-racist 
protester Heather Heyer on display at the 
Chicago vigil Aug, 13 at Federal Plaza.
Photo by Tracy baim

16 trans, gay Central 
America migrants 
seek asylum in U.S.
MiCHAEL K. LAVERS,
WASHinGTOn BLADE

A group of 16 transgender and gay migrants 
from Central America on Aug. 10 sought asylum 
in the United States.

The migrants—who are from Nicaragua, 
Honduras, El Salvador, Guatemala and Mexi-
co—called themselves the first Trans Gay Mi-
grant Caravan of 2017. They left Mexico City 
and walked and used buses and other forms of 
transportation to travel to Nogales, Mexico, 
which is on the Arizona-Mexico border.

The Nogales International, a newspaper that 
is based in Nogales, Arizona, reported the mi-
grants arrived in Nogales, Mexico, on July 25.

A Facebook Live video the Transgender Law 
Center recorded shows the migrants carrying 
signs and chanting, “What do we want? Free-
dom” and other slogans as they marched along 
the border wall that separates the two cities.

A second Facebook Live video shows the mi-
grants holding paperwork lined up outside the 
Dennis DeConcini Port of Entry before entering 
the United States.

A number of the migrants appeared to wipe 
tears from their eyes before they entered the 
border crossing.

“What is happening in Central America is 
what happening globally: The lack of protec-
tions, the lack of understanding of who we are 
as trans people, as queer people,” Isa Noyola 
of the Transgender Law Center told the Wash-
ington Blade on Friday during a telephone in-
terview. “That translates into violence and dis-
crimination and stigmas that are harmful. We 
are left in these really vulnerable situations.”

The Phoenix-based Puente Human Rights 
Movement, the National Immigrant Justice 
Center and Somos Un Pueblo Unido in Santa 
Fe, New Mexico, also provided support to the 
migrants.

Migrants “entering into another
phase of their journey”

Violence associated with gangs and drug traf-
ficking in Central America have prompted LGBT 
migrants to flee the region. A lack of access to 
education, employment and health care have 
made trans women particularly susceptible to 
discrimination and exploitation.

“We have a forced migration,” a trans ac-
tivist in the Honduran city of San Pedro Sula 
told the Blade in February during an interview 
at their office. “They don’t do it because they 
want to. They are doing it because the situa-
tion in which we are living in our country is 
very difficult.”

Noyola told the Blade the migrants who en-
tered the U.S. on Thursday requested asylum 
based on a “well-founded fear of persecution 
on account of ... membership in a particular 
social group” under the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act as Immigration Equality notes on 
its website.

She said U.S. Customs and Border Patrol is 
currently processing the migrants. Noyola told 
the Blade she hopes they will soon have their 
“credible fear interview” and U.S. Immigration 
and Customs Enforcement will allow them to 
remain in the U.S. as their cases proceed.

“Now they are entering into another phase of 
their journey,” she said.

The migrants applied for asylum nine days af-
ter President Trump endorsed a bill that would, 
among other things, reduce the number of peo-
ple who the U.S. will allow to legally immigrate 
to the U.S. each year.

Trump, in January, signed two executive or-
ders spurring construction of a wall along the 
U.S.-Mexico border and paving the way for cuts 
in federal funding to so-called “sanctuary cit-
ies” that protect undocumented immigrants. 
Immigrant rights advocates and their support-
ers have sharply criticized both mandates.

This article is from the Washington Blade, 
as part of the national LGBT newspaper As-
sociation.

Trans, gay migrants from Mexico and Central America march through nogales, Mexico.
Photo courtesy of Kendal blust
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At least two events in support of anti-white su-
premacists protesters in Charlottesville were held 
in Chicago Aug. 13, the day after one woman was 
murdered and 19 others were injured when a car 
plowed into a group fighting the Nazis who had 
come to their Virginia town.

A broad coalition of progressive organizations 
held an evening vigil at Federal Plaza to stand 
in solidarity with Charlottesville. Speakers from 
a number of groups and affected communities 
shared their stories of “unity and defiance in the 
face of racism.” There was a “living memorial” of 
flowers to honor Heather Heyer and all the vic-
tims of Charlottesville. 

Organizing groups included Women’s March, 
Indivisible, One Million Hoodies, Working Fami-
lies Party, Democracy For America, and dozens 
of other progressive organizations. Participating 
groups in the Aug. 13 evening vigil included: 
Women’s March Illinois, Indivisible Illinois, In-
divisible Chicago, Friends Who March, Black Lives 
Matter, Women Of Faith, Suburban Unity Alliance 
and Planned Parenthood of Illinois, in addition to 
religious speakers.

African-American community organizer An-
thony Clark said white people must no longer 
put up with racist family, friends and colleagues, 
that now is the time to truly fight for justice. 

Clark and other speakers were inclusive of LGBT 
in their language of solidarity across differences, 
and many rainbow flags dotted the protest.

Mahdia Lynn, who founded the Masjid al-Rabia 
mosque as a “women-centered, LGBT-affirming, 
trans inclusive, and pluralist” mosque in Chicago, 
also addressed the crowd.

Left: Community activist Anthony Clark addresses the crowd at the vigil. Right: At the end of the vigil, flowers surrounded a sign in honor of murdered protester Heather Heyer.
Photos by Tracy baim

Chicagoans rally
for Charlottesville

Mahdia Lynn, who founded the Masjid al-Rabia 
mosque. At left is Mrinalini Chakraborty of 
Women’s March illinois. 
Photo by Tracy baim
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By AnDREW DAViS,
WiTH ninA MATTi

J.B. Pritzker seems to be everywhere these days. 
The seemingly ubiquitous commercials touting 

his campaign as governor might be the sign of 
someone who has a lot of financial firepower—
but Pritzker has also tried to convey that they 
show someone who is passionate about leaing 
Illinois in what he feels is the right direction.

In a recent interview with Windy City Times, 
Pritzker discussed various issues, including his 
experience with the LGBT community, transgen-
der cousin (Ret.) Lt. Col. Jennifer Pritzker and 
the question for current Republican Gov. Bruce 
Rauner.

Windy City Times: i’m going to start with 
something really basic: Why are you running? 
One of the other candidates we recently spoke 
with, Tio Hardiman, said, “i would ask J.B. 
Pritzker, who’s a billionaire, ‘Why are you run-
ning?’ you’re running as a hobby, and you’re 
running for bragging rights.”

J.B. Pritzker: I’m running because everything 
that I’ve worked on and cared about my whole 
life are under siege by Bruce Rauner and Donald 
Trump. 

For 20-plus years, I’ve been a leader nation-
ally in early childhood education; Bruce Rauner is 
cutting it down. I’ve been involved in civil rights, 
and Donald Trump is trying to take away rights. 
for many years now, I’ve worked on building the 

Illinois Holocaust Museum, which is teaching 
50,000 kids in Illinois every year to fight big-
otry, hatred and intolerance—including what the 
Holocaust meant to the LGBTQ community. Those 
values are under siege.

I ran the Illinois Human Rights Commission, 

which is the state’s civil-rights court; I’ve en-
dowed the Center for Wrongful Convictions at 
Northwestern—all of these issues are under at-
tack. There’s no job creation in this state—some-
thing I’ve been involved with [regarding] 1871, 
which I created; that’s created more than 7,000 
jobs and hundreds of millions in capital into the 
state. There are jobs I’ve created with my own 
businesses—more than 1,700. My partnerships 
with labor unions, working families—all of that 
is under attack by Bruce Rauner and his right-
wing agenda. Those are the things that drive me 
to engage.

Regarding the question that the other can-
didate raised, this race isn’t about money; it’s 
about values and what you’ve been standing for 
your whole life. Just like CeaseFire and violence 
on the street matter to Tio Hardiman, I’ve been 
engaged in issues that have mattered to Illi-
nois all my life. I didn’t just decide to do this; 
it comes from values that your parents have in-
stilled in you, and from your faith.

My parents were social-justice advocates. My 
mother was taking me around and knocking on 
doors for progressive Democratic candidates, and 
my dad was helping to elect Democrats to of-
fice. My mother, in the mid-1970s, was an LGBTQ-
rights candidate. (I grew up in the San Francisco 
Bay area.) You can’t grow up in that environment 
and not have it in your DNA. The most impor-
tant thing right now is removing Bruce Rauner 
as governor.

WCT: Can you elaborate on your experience 
with the LGBT community?

JBP: Yes. I grew up believing strongly in LGBT 
rights. When the opportunity came up to fight for 
the first openly gay candidate who ran for state 
representative, Larry McKeon; when Tom Chiola 
ran for circuit court judge in Cook County; when 
my two good friends wanted to get married in 
1995—I was there for all of them. I offered to 
host that wedding in my backyard; I was backing 
[same-sex] marriage before it became popular. 
And back when Equality Illinois was known as the 
Illinois Federation of Human Rights, I was march-
ing in the gay pride parade, when it more about 
issues than celebrations.

I’ve been engaged in this for more than 20 
years, and I want to credit my mother for me 
believing in those things. I’m proud of that.

WCT: What do you think is the biggest ob-
stacle for the LGBT community right now?

JBP: I’ll pick out the one that’s the most tragic 
and move on from there. One of the most tragic 
is LGBT teens who are kicked out of their homes 
because their parents don’t accept them and who 
end up homeless. The teen-suicide rate among 
the LGBT community is very high—and even one 
is too high. Then, there aren’t many places for 
homeless people to go, thanks to Bruce Rauner.

I think another tragedy is, particularly for the 
African-American trans community, is accep-
tance. The suicide and murder rates are high, and 
no one seems to focus on those. 

Now there are some ills in the legislature, like 
with panic defenses; that’s sitting on the gover-
nor’s desk, and hopefully he’ll sign it. I’ll have 
an advisory committee, but I don’t need one as 
a governor; I don’t have to wake up and think 
about standing for justice.

WCT: Let me get a little personal. When Jen-

nifer first told you about her transition, what 
was your reaction? 

JBP: Proud. I think it’s very hard—the pres-
sures of society and the pressures of history work 
against someone who’s lived their entire life feel-
ing transgender but being unable to act on that. 
[Chokes back tears] She had to have suffered, so 
coming to a point in her life—I think she was 
60—that struggle has to be overwhelming.

So a new day comes, and she has the courage to 
come and be herself. To not give up who you are 
(“Yes, it’s my gender”)—she’s a brave soul. Yes, 
she’s a Republican, but she’s stood up and tell 
Republican officials, “This is who I am”—that’s 
her. I don’t think she’s throwing it in anyone’s 
face, but she has demonstrated so much bravery.

WCT: i wanted to ask you about sex educa-
tion. What are your ideas about comprehen-
sive sex education?

JBP: I’m not an expert in sex education, by 
any means. My education has been through my 
12- and 14-year-olds, actually—and what they’ve 
had, I feel, has been pretty age-appropriate. My 
kids are open-minded and worldly on these top-
ics. When you’re a parent, you’re constantly con-
cerned but, again, I’m no expert.

WCT: Let’s talk about the budget passage. 
What are your thoughts? Are you satisfied 
with it?

JBP: Well, this budget was far from perfect. Un-
fortunately, after 736 days (not that I was count-
ing), the damage and devastation across the 
board was deep and intense. When mental-health 
facilities close and that’s your lifeline, and when 
homeless shelters close—where are you going to 
go? People need touchstones that they rely upon. 
These things were happening for two years, and 
no state has ever had a budget impasse that hap-
pened this long.

This budget is what they could do, considering 
they had a stonewalling, hostage-taking gover-
nor. And to get a supermajority to override—
Democrats and Republicans figured they had 
enough and, yes, there was a ton of compromise; 
there was even a billion dollars less spending 
than Bruce Rauner asked for. The governor wasn’t 
going to sign anything.

The budget was the bare minimum required to 
avoid junk status in this state, [but] he doesn’t 
avoid the tag “Governor Junk,” however—which 
is what the Wall Street Journal labelled him. 

WCT: Where do you see the future of the 
Democratic Party? it’s unclear to a lot of peo-
ple, including myself. 

JBP: Well, I think the one thing we shouldn’t 
dwell on is divisions, because the truth is that 
there’s a common understanding of what it is to 
be a Democrat that I can articulate across the 
state. The history of the party is that we stand 
up for the middle class and build a safety as well 
as standing up for human and civil rights. That’s 
what I feel the Democratic Party stands for; those 
meld quite nicely with my own values and my 
parents’.

All of the Democratic candidates for governor 
are for progressive income tax in the state. I’m 
for a $15 minimum wage [throughout] the state. 
I’m supported by 17 labor unions and the AFL-
CIO. Making sure we have a just and equitable 
society is important to me, along with being pro-
choice, pro-gay rights.So I think this expansive 
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J.B. Pritzker. 
Photo courtesy of campaign team
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sense of rights is fundamentally what it means 
to be a Democratic. I don’t think that divisions 
within the party are bigger than those things—
and the Republican Party stands in opposition to 
all those things.

WCT: So if you could ask any of the other 
candidates one question—and that person had 
to answer—what would it be?

JBP: To Bruce Rauner—”Why?” 
WCT: “Why...”
JBP: [Laughs] Well, there are about six clauses 

that come after that. You ran for governor saying 
that you’re going to get things done, that you 
were going to say you’re the education governor. 
You said you were pro-choice and that there was 
no social agenda. And it turns out he’s not the 
education governor and, from behind his Carhartt 
jacket, he whipped out the hidden agenda with 
the Koch brothers—and [he knows] it’s funda-
mentally a Democratic state. So that’s my ques-
tion: Why?

WCT: What’s your biggest advantage and dis-
advantage in this race?

JBP: I think the biggest advantage that I have 
is that I have a real history of standing up on 
the issues—things that matter to the state of Il-
linois. Working on expanding [President] Obama’s 
“No Kid Hungry” program—that matters. Things 
like working on the Illinois Holocaust Museum 
and standing up to bigotry, hatred and intoler-
ance. Making Chicago one of the top 10 start-
up hubs in the world—not just through starting 
1871 but by leading other efforts in the commu-
nity, like chairing ChicagoNEXT, Chicago’s council 
on innovation and technology. These are things I 
work passionately to lead. 

I think that’s a huge advantage, not just as a 
candidate; I’ve been doing it my whole life. It’s 
also a big advantage as governor—knowing how 

to do things for the whole state.
My biggest disadvantage is that I know—in a 

whole where a wealthy businessman has been a 
failed president and a failed governor—there’s 
suspicion. But I hope what really matters is val-
ues, and a demonstration of that. I think I can 
overcome that association; no one fought harder 
against Trump last year than I did. I went to 
three different states and knocked on doors, I 
did phone banks and I gave money. Once I got 
out of my fetal position on election day, I urged 
people to keep fighting. I spoke out on his execu-
tive order, and I continue to protest against the 
ACA, or Trumpcare.

WCT: Earlier, you mentioned violence against 
trans people of color and the youth-home-
lessness problem. What you plan to do about 
those issues?

JBP: Well, there are several things. One is that 
we need training of police and authorities about 
trans issues as well as them being on alert about 
teens who are homeless. It’s a hugely important 
thing—and the police have indicated they’d like 
more training. Leadership sets a tone, whether 
it’s tolerance and intolerance. I think there are 
a lot of ways, like looking at laws that need to 
be passed.

WCT: What are your proudest of in your ca-
reer?

JBP: [Pauses] I don’t know. What am I proud-
est of? That’s hard. I have sat idly by when i’ve 
seen people’s rights trampled upon, or if there’s 
a meaningful way to engage positive change. I’ve 
proud of not avoiding challenges; I like to run 
headlong into them.

This is one of a series of interviews Windy 
City Times is running regarding gubernatorial 
candidates. See https://www.jbpritzker.com/.

Knight, LYTE partner
on project to end
youth homelessness

Stemming from research showing that tra-
ditional models of time-limited, crisis-focused 
support in many youth programs are ineffective 
at helping young people out of poverty as they 
move into adulthood, the LYTE (Live Your Truth 
Everywhere) Collective and the Knight Family 
Foundation are partnering to build the LYTE 
Lounge, a South Side community center where 
the focus will be on building long-term sup-
portive relationships and a deeper investment 
in each young person that goes well beyond 
their current crises.

According to the Chicago Coalition for the 
Homeless, more than 11,000 Chicago youth 
aged 14-24 are homeless and living on their 
own without the support of family or a guard-
ian.

The LYTE Lounge, a youth community center 
that is the foundation of the LYTE Collective 
approach, will be located in the Greater Grand 
Crossing neighborhood. The new approach to 
supporting youth struggling with poverty and 
homelessness will house a music studio, bas-
ketball court, performance stage, teaching 
kitchen, computer lab, arts and dance space, 

secure storage units, meeting and gathering 
spaces as well as private offices for counseling 
and tutoring.

The building, located at 76th Street and St. 
Lawrence Avenue, was secured with the assis-
tance of 6th Ward Ald. Roderick Sawyer.

Almost $300,000 was pledged in response to 
a Knight Family Foundation challenge grant of 
$500,000 in support of the new initiative.

See LYTECollective.org.

Personal PAC,
Men4Choice
launch campaign 

The Illinois-based pro-choice advocacy orga-
nizations Personal PAC and Men4Choice have 
partnered to launch “CallBullshit” (or “CallBS), 
a campaign that employs provocative, creative 
tactics to empower men to join the fight to 
advance women’s reproductive health rights.

The campaign and website CallBS.org employ 
content to depict an alternate reality in which 
male reproductive health is under attack, pos-
ing the question: “Men don’t have to put up 
with this BS. Why should women?”

Three out of four Illinois men believe that 
a woman’s reproductive chioce should remain 
legal and be a private matter between her and 
her doctor, according to an April 2017 poll that 
Public Policy Polling conducted.

The CallBS campaign launches as the General 
Assembly prepares to send House Bill 40 (HB40) 
to Gov. Bruce Rauner’s desk. HB40 would en-
sure that abortion remains legal in Illinois even 
if the Supreme Court were to overturn Roe v. 
Wade. The bill also would ensure that Medicaid 
and state employees’ health insurance policies 
provide coverage for abortion care.

Hate-crimes 
summit Oct. 25

In Chicago, a coalition of community advo-
cates, government agencies and law-enforce-
ment officials will take part Wed., Oct. 25, in 
the Chicago Commission on Human Relations’ 
second annual hate-crimes summit, “Bridging 
Systems Against Hate.”

The event will be 8:30 a.m.-3:30 p.m. at the 
University of Illinois at Chicago, Student Cen-
ter East, 750 S. Halsted St.

The summit is an opportunity to raise aware-
ness regarding hate crimes, address the barriers 
to reporting hate crimes, provide opportunities 
for networking, collaboration and study. Those 
urged to attend include educators, law enforce-
ment, general community, researchers and ser-
vice providers.

Featured speakers include Cook County 
State’s Attorney Kim Foxx; Christian Picciolini, 
a former skinhead and current peace activist; 
and Stephen Scaffidi, the mayor of Oak Creek, 
Wisconsin.

Student poster presentations will be included 
again in this year’s summit. Those who would 
like to apply for a poster presentation should 
submit a one-page abstract of a proposed pre-
sentation to Joanna Thompson at jthomp45@
uic.edu.

More information about the summit is at 
https://www.cityofchicago.org/city/en/depts/
cchr/supp_info/2017HateCrimesSummit.html.

Exterior of LyTE Lounge. 
Promotional photo
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By MATT SiMOnETTE

For Megan GoldMarche, creating a home along-
side her wife Paige is literally part of her job.

Megan has, since 2016, been rabbi at the Sil-
verstein Base Hillel in Lincoln Park. It serves all 
area universities and colleges except Northwest-
ern University and the University of Chicago, 
among them DePaul and Loyola Universities, 
University of Illinois at Chicago and Columbia 
College. In its first year, Silverstein Base Hillel 
served about 800 individuals, Megan said.

Megan and Paige organize programming and 
dinners for students and others at the Hillel, 
where they live, several times monthly. Megan 

further emphasized that the Hillel does “about a 
third of our work [with people] in the first stage 
of life after college—that’s a pretty broadly-de-
fined stage, mostly their mid- to late 20s to their 
early 30s.”

She added, “There used to be a sense that, ‘Af-
ter college, life had begun.’ We’re no longer see-
ing that. That’s a space the Jewish community 
is trying to figure out. … We’re the first time 
that a rabbinic family has entered that space and 
said, ‘We understand the needs college students 
have—mentorship, support, learning—and that 
people [immediately after] that stage of life still 
need them.”

Megan and Paige wear that ‘rabbinic family’ 
moniker proudly. Paige, as the rebbetzin, or “rab-
bi’s wife,” is as integral to the smooth operation 
of the house as Megan is. She was hired alongside 
Megan, and is a one-fifth-time employee; she 
also works as an assistant director at the Univer-
sity of Chicago’s Hillel.

Paige said she similarly “owns” the rebbetzin 
title, adding, “I think there’s something impor-
tant about having a rabbi and also having some-
one fit into that position, being here and having 
these students and young adults having us as 
kind of their ‘other family.’ … Being the rabbi’s 
wife is not just sitting around cooking. It’s being 
present and engaging students.”  

The Base Hillel program only hires married rab-
bis, Megan explained. “They want someone who 
can create a ‘home.’ As someone who was single 
until they were thirty, I think you can definitely 
create a home by yourself, but the work that we 
do, having people in our house so many times a 
week, with cooking, shopping cleaning, would be 

even more emotionally draining if there wasn’t 
someone there with you who is signed on.”

Megan, an Oak Park native, was previously at 
Barnard College’s Hillel, which she said was more 
of a “straightforward” Hillel experience. “Here, 
we’re trying to create community out of people 
from disparate places. At a synagogue, you have 
a place people have joined, and, as a rabbi, your 
job is to enrich that community and maybe do a 
little bit of recruitment. Here, your job is to take 
people who maybe don’t even realize that they 
want to be part of a community, and help them 
create it.”

She added that she and Paige are likely the first 
queer couple hired “to be a family to the Jewish 
community. … We just feel proud to be part of 
this, especially in a city where the Jewish com-
munity is known for being somewhat conserva-
tive. That they did this is not a small thing, and 
we hope it will be a model for others.”

Paige and Megan GoldMarche. 
Photo by Matt simonette

For lesbian couple,
creating Jewish home
is part of the job

Sedaris, Ginsburg,
Ailey dancers part of
Auditorium’s season

The Auditorium Theatre announced its 2017-
18 season under new Chief Executive Officer 
Tania Castroverde Moskalenko—along with its 
new tagline, “The Theatre for the People.”

Diverse programming is the hallmark of the 
upcoming season, with everything from a talk 
with U.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader 
Ginsburg to Alvin Ailey American Dance The-
ater’s annual visit.

Some of the highlights are as follows:
—”A Conversation with Justice Ruth Bader 

Ginsburg” (Sept. 11, 2017): Ginsburg will en-
gage in conversation with Judge Ann Claire 
Williams of the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Seventh Circuit.

—Kathleen Battle: “Underground Railroad—
A Spiritual Journey” (Sept. 30, 2017): Leg-
endary soprano and five-time Grammy winner 
Kathleen Battle makes her Auditorium Theatre 
debut with a program of songs inspired by the 
Underground Railroad, the secret network that 
helped bring 19th-century slaves to freedom.

—David Sedaris (Nov. 1, 2017): Sedaris is 
the author of the collections of personal es-
says Naked, Me Talk Pretty One Day, Dress Your 
Family in Corduroy and Denim, When You Are 
Engulfed in Flames, Squirrel Seeks Chipmunk: 
A Modern Bestiary and Let’s Explore Diabetes 
with Owls.

—”Too Hot to Handel: The Jazz-Gospel Mes-
siah” (Jan. 12-14, 2018): “Too Hot to Handel: 
The Jazz-Gospel Messiah” will take place for 
the 13th consecutive year over Dr. Martin Lu-
ther King Jr. Day weekend.

—Alvin Ailey American Dance Theater (March 
7-11, 2018): The Auditorium Theatre has been 
the company’s Chicago home for nearly half a 
century.

See AuditoriumTheatre.org.

TPAN 30th-anniv.
event Sept. 28

Test Positive Aware Network (TPAN) will 
commemorate its 30th anniversary with a cel-
ebration event on Thursday, Sept. 28. “TPAN 
30 Years of Hope” will be held at Moonlight 
Studios, 1446 W. Kinzie St. 

The event will begin with a VIP reception 
at 6-7 p.m., allowing supporters to meet and 
greet with TPAN’s founding members. The gen-
eral reception will begin at 7 p.m. and feature 
a tribute to TPAN’s founders, an open bar, hors 
d’oeuvres and music from Marc “DJ Moose” 
Moder. 

Peter Staley—an early member of ACT UP, 
the New York-based direct action activism 
group—will address the crowd. Staley was fea-
tured prominently in the 2012 Oscar-nominat-
ed documentary How to Survive a Plague.

Admission is $125-$175 each; visit http://
tpan.com/tickets.

DIFFA’s White 
Party on Aug. 23 

The Design Industries Foundation Fighting 
AIDS/Chicago (DIFFA/Chicago) Auxiliary Board 
is hosting its third annual White Party—”Under 
the Midsummer’s Sky”—on Wed., Aug. 23, at 
Exhibit on Superior residential tower, 165 W. 
Superior St.

Venue tours with the bKL Architecture team 
will take place 5-6 p.m., with the White Party 
on the roof deck at 6-9 p.m.

The building’s in-house “Exhibit A-Lister” 
and talented guitarist/singer Jeremy Gentry 
will serve as the evening’s musical entertain-
ment. Additionally, the event program will in-
clude a raffle featuring a Source stash chair, a 
sushi package from National, a terrarium from 
Sprout Home and more.

Tickets are $95 each; visit https://diffachi-
cago.org/EVENT/E625703985.

u.S. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg. 
Photo courtesy of the auditorium Theatre
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LGBTQ
JOB FAIR!
Friday, Sept. 29, 2017

11 am - 4 pm
Center on Halsted, 3656 N. Halsted

Special workshop presentations. Plus business and 
nonprofits will have booths seeking employees, 

interns and students. 
Free and open to all members of the community, 
with a special focus on LGBTQ youth, seniors and 

transgender adults.

PARTNERS

EVENT SPONSORS We are seeking businesses, nonprofits and schools to 
participate in this job fair, bringing with them a range of job 
offerings, from entry-level to more experienced individuals.

Please make checks payable to Windy City Times, send to Windy City Times, 5315 N. Clark St., #192, Chicago, IL 60640. 
Or you can pay via paypal, terri@windycitymediagroup.com, or credit card, 

contact editor@windycitymediagroup.com.

DEADLINE: Sept. 1, 2017 Email to: editor@windycitymediagroup.com for application

Booth costs: $95 for businesses; $75 for nonprofits

NEW DATE

THE WINDY CITY TIMES ANNUAL
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Sanctuary situation

In response to the lawsuit filed by the City of Chi-
cago against the Department of Justice (DoJ) over 
the threat issued to cities that provide common-sense 
protections to immigrants from deportation, the Chi-
cago Immigration Working Group, a local coalition of 
organizations that has been working on strengthening 
Chicago’s Welcoming City Ordinance, issued the fol-
lowing statement:

While the Chicago Immigration Working Group 
supports efforts to push back against the the Trump 
administration’s bullying and overreach of federal 
power, it is clear that the primary purpose of the 
lawsuit filed by the City of Chicago is not to defend 
the rights of undocumented Chicagoans but to pre-
serve federal funding for the Chicago Police Depart-
ment and bolster Mayor Emanuel’s national image as 
a champion of immigrants.

Furthermore, the City is utilizing the lawsuit 
against the Department of Justice as a tactic to 
end negotiations with community members calling 
to remove the discriminatory carve outs from the 
Welcoming City Ordinance in order to protect all Chi-
cagoans. In an email to community organizations 
inquiring about the lawsuit and the City’s next steps, 
Seemi Choudry, the Director of the Mayor’s Office of 
New Americans—the office tasked with relating to 
the immigrant community—noted, “As for schedul-
ing a meeting to discuss the Welcoming City Ordi-
nance, we are not in a position to discuss amend-
ments to the ordinance as we are now in litigation 
with the federal government.”

Over the past two years, immigrant rights orga-
nizations in Chicago have demanded that the City 
remove the categories of individuals exempted from 
protection under the Welcoming City Ordinance, 
pointing that they are overly broad and could be in 
violation of the 4th Amendment to the U.S. Consti-
tution. In June, the American Civil Liberties Union 
of Illinois (ACLU-IL) sent a letter to the Mayor and 
City Council urging the City to remove the carve 
outs; over 50 civil rights and immigrant rights or-
ganizations have pledged support to strengthening 
the Welcoming City Ordinance; and thousands have 
signed petitions urging for the changes. However, 
for several months, the City has cancelled meetings 
with advocates and stalled progress on removing the 
carve-outs, leaving a series of amendments to the 
ordinance in committee since February 2017.

Meanwhile, the City continues to embolden its 
local law enforcement to violate some individuals’ 
Fourth Amendment rights by detaining immigrants 
beyond the time when they would ordinarily be re-
leased. Under the current version of the Welcoming 
City Ordinance, Chicago police officers are allowed 
to hold individuals for ICE, putting some community 
members at risk of deportation during their interac-
tions with the Chicago police. The City proudly de-
clares in the lawsuit, “undocumented individuals will 

be detained at the federal government’s request only 
when Chicago has an independent reason to believe 
they might pose a threat to public safety.”

However, detaining any individual without due 
process or probable cause is a violation of the U.S. 
Constitution. Jurisdictions around the country have 
been held liable for violating the 4th Amendment 
rights when collaborating with Immigration and 
Customs Enforcement (ICE) in this way. Neither the 
police nor the City of Chicago has authority to hold 
someone for immigration enforcement without due 
process, even if they fall within the exemptions 
of the Welcoming City Ordinance. Additionally, the 
carve outs in the Ordinance reinforce the Trump ad-
ministration’s rhetoric that immigrants threaten our 
communities.

If the City of Chicago is truly serious about en-
suring public safety and resisting the Trump ad-
ministration’s anti-immigrant agenda, then it must 
take action to protect all individuals’ constitutional 
rights and amend the Welcoming City Ordinance to 
protect all Chicagoans without exceptions.

The Chicago Immigration 
Working Group
(The members of the Chicago Immigration Working 
Group and the Campaign to Expand Sanctuary, in-
clude: Asian Americans Advancing Justice-Chicago, 
Arab American Action Network, Chicago Community 
and Workers Rights, Black Youth Project 100, Centro 
de Trabajadores Unidos-Immigrant Worker Project, 
Brighton Park Neighborhood Council, Community Ac-
tivism Law Alliance, Chicago Religious Leadership Net-
work on Latin America, Enlace Chicago, Hana Center, 
Illinois Coalition for Immigrant and Refugee Rights, 
Jobs with Justice-Chicago, Latino Policy Forum, La-
tino Union of Chicago, Mujeres Latinas en Acción, Mi-
jente, Organized Communities Against Deportations, 
PASO- West Suburban Action Project, Polish Ameri-
can Association of Chicago, SEIU-Healthcare and the 
Southwest Organizing Project.)

A matter of understanding

Dear Editor:

I’m responding to “Taboo, sex, racism and gay men, 
chat in Black and white” by guest columnist Mark S. 
King in the Aug. 2 issue of Windy City Times. King 
wrote about Charles Stevens’ interpretation of white 
men’s views on African-American male sexuality.
 I’m happy that this issue is finally being ad-
dressed, as I believe it has not been written about in 
the past. However, I feel that Stevens didn’t go far 
enough regarding the question of what white men 
need to do to relate better to African-Americans. 
 I think donations to African-American organiza-
tions or watching a Marlon Riggs or Essex Hemphill 
documentary, while good, are not enough to help 
white gay men understand the plight of African-

American gay or bisexual males. I believe white gay 
men need to get more directly involved in the strug-
gle of African-Americans in general—that is, around 
issues such as police brutality, housing or education, 
including the sex-education curriculum in schools. 
 Moreover, the African-American experience is not 
monolithic. It varies based on class, regional (such 
as inner-city or rural Southern) or generational is-
sues.

Darrell Gordon
Chicago

It’s time to discuss

To the editor: 

As we all know, Chicago gun violence has become 
an epidemic and Chicago Police Superintendent Ed-
die Johnson made a very important point recently 
when he stated that “It takes everybody to step up. 
We need the alderman, elected officials, clergy, com-
munity residents, business owners, it doesn’t matter 
who it is. Everybody has a vested interest in reduc-
ing crime.” 

In this spirit, we recently convened a meeting at 
the Chicago Bar Association (CBA) with the presi-
dents of 19 Illinois bar associations and asked them 
if their members would meet with community repre-
sentatives from neighborhoods afflicted by violence 
in order to provide them legal assistance to help 
address this crisis. 

The lawyer associations responded immediately, 
enthusiastically and positively. The Decalogue Soci-
ety, the Black Women Lawyers Association, the Cook 
County Bar Association, the Hispanic Lawyers Asso-
ciation of Illinois, the Seventh Federal Circuit Bar 
Association, the Federal Bar Association, the Arab 
American Bar Association, the National Bar Associa-
tion and many other lawyer bar associations have 
now committed to step up and help.

On Nov. 3, 20 representatives from communities 
across Chicago will meet with lawyers from the law-
yers’ bar associations in an unprecedented summit 
to be held at the CBA. The community representa-
tives will ask the lawyers for specific legal assistance 
in the areas of mental health services, police-com-
munity relationships, faith-based community ser-
vices and employment for high-risk men and women. 

If the request meets a lawyer’s skill set, the attor-
ney will promise to help, on the spot, for no charge. 
The time for talk is over; the time to act is now. We 
do have a vested interest in helping our fellow citi-
zens and we are ready to answer the call. 

Hon. Thomas R. Mulroy
President, Chicago Bar Association 

letters

Send columns or letters to Andrew@WindyCityMediaGroup.com.
 Letters may be edited for brevity or clarity.
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By JOAnnA FuRnAnS
 
Chicago Dancers United will host the 26th an-
nual Dance for Life Chicago gala and performance 
event on Saturday, Aug. 19. at the Auditorium 
Theatre. 

Dance for Life Chicago began in 1991 as a 
rather DIY performance fundraiser with the aim 
of assisting dancers in the Chicago community 
affected by the HIV/AIDS epidemic. At the time, 
founding dancer Keith Elliott did not have the 
financial resources to significantly help his com-
munity but he certainly knew how to organize 
and perform a sold out show. Year after year the 
successful benefit performance not only packed 
houses and filled coffers, it united audiences and 
artists in the fight for and celebration of life.

This year Chicago Dancers United (a nonprofit 
organization) welcomed a new executive direc-
tor, Phil Reynolds. Reynolds is no stranger to arts 
administration or the Chicago dance scene, as he 
spent 17 years as the executive director of The 
Dance Center of Columbia College. In his new 
role, Reynolds is charged with continuing the 
momentum of Dance for Life’s 25th-anniversary 
season as well as envisioning possibilities for the 
future of Chicago Dancers United.

Reynolds is not making any sudden movements 
in his first year but he is definitely paying atten-
tion to opportunities for broader outreach within 
the dance community and for potential partner-
ship building in the years to come.

“Year one, I’m going to listen. I’m gonna learn,” 
he told Windy City Times. “I’m not going to come 
in with a broom and suggest sweeping reforms. 
Year two, I’d like to take some timid steps and try 
out a few things. By year three or four I’d really 

like to be driving an agenda.”
One of these “agendas” is making sure that 

dance professionals in the community under-
stand that the Dancers’ Fund (one of two main 
beneficiaries of Dance for Life Chicago along with 
the AIDS Foundation of Chicago) is accessible to 
them. “One of the things that we really want to 
do is communicate better to the field that the 
fund is available,” Reynolds said. “The guidelines 
and the parameters of the fund have intentionally 
been expanded beyond someone who may have 
tested HIV positive to dance professionals deal-
ing with other matters; women’s health, addic-
tion, whatever it might be.”

“The Dancers’ Fund is intended to provide fi-
nancial support for individuals in the dance in-
dustry here in Chicago who are experiencing a 
health or some other kind of life issue that’s im-
pacting their ability to work. It is not just for 
dancers. It’s for anyone legitimately working in 
the dance industry here. And,” Reynolds added, 
“generally grants are between $2,000-$4,000, so 
that’s pretty cool.”

Given the aggressive instability of the United 
States healthcare system, this is good informa-
tion to know. Combined with the rampant restruc-
turing of traditional dance companies toward 
predominantly project-to-project based creation 
models, our systems seem to be shifting in their 
ability to sustainably support the health and well 
being of most dancers and dance professionals. 
Chicago Dancers United helps the community fill 
those systemic gaps.

On top of all that, they put on a good show. 
Along with performances by long time partner 
companies Giordano Dance Chicago, Hubbard 
Street Dance Chicago and the Joffrey Ballet, this 
year’s program includes a world premiere from 

Randy Duncan, work from Visceral Dance Chi-
cago, Jessica Miller Tomlinson Choreography and 
the exciting return of “In the Meantime,” a col-
laborative piece by the Chicago Human Rhythm 
Project, Ensemble Español Spanish Dance Theater 
and Trinity Irish Dance Company.

Claudia Pizarro, the majestic First Dancer with 
Ensemble Español Spanish Dance Theater, is 
thrilled to return for her second year in Dance 
for Life Chicago. “Oh, my gosh. … I get to be 
around all these dancers. And I am able to show 
my work to everyone. Even though we share the 
same passion it is very hard to see each other’s 
work,” Pizarro said.

There certainly is a level of segregation be-
tween genres in town although that is not an 
affliction particular to Chicago; there is little 
crossover in most dance cities. But, true to its 
name, Chicago Dancers United provides an oppor-
tunity for these companies to come together, at 
least for one night, to support one another. The 
significance of the cause is one of the highlights 
for Pizarro since giving back to her community is 
a top priority in her life.

 “I’m from Mexico, right?” Pizarro said. “So, 

every time I get the opportunity to help some-
body from my town, whether it’s with money or 
clothes, because there are people with needs, I 
love it. Why? Because I’m helping people from 
my own culture. So, for me, a dancer is the same. 
They are somebody from my own culture. Why? 
Because we share the same passion. Even if we do 
different movements, we are the same. We com-
municate with our bodies… Being able to help 
dancers with need, I feel so blessed. The fact that 
I’m contributing to that, it’s everything.”

Given the success and community-building of 
Dance for Life Chicago, Reynolds is considering 
adding additional programming to the Chicago 
Dancers United bandwidth. “There might be an 
opportunity to, over the course of a couple of 
years, hold some ancillary events under Chicago 
Dancers United…I’m not sure what that means 
right now. If that’s a different kind of perfor-
mance, I don’t know. We’ll dive into that,” Reyn-
olds said. 

For now, let’s pony up and enjoy the show.
For tickets and information about Dance for 

Life Chicago, visit ChicagoDancersunited.org.

DANCIN’ FEATS

Dance for Life Chicago
set to dazzle once again

Dance for Life will take 
place Saturday, Aug. 19. 
Promotional photo of 
Noelle Kayser by Todd 
Rosenberg
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I know who I am. And I make choices that fi t my life.

TRUVADA for PrEP™ is a once-daily prescription medicine that 
can help reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 when taken every day 
and used together with safer sex practices.

 ® TRUVADA for PrEP is only for adults who are at high risk of getting HIV through sex. 

 ® You must be HIV-negative before you start taking TRUVADA for PrEP. 

Ask your doctor about your risk of getting HIV-1 infection 
and if TRUVADA for PrEP may be right for you.

I’m courageous, 
not careless.

What is TRUVADA for PrEP?
TRUVADA for PrEP (pre-exposure prophylaxis) is a prescription medicine that is used 
together with safer sex practices to help reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 through sex. 
This use is only for HIV-negative adults who are at high risk of getting HIV-1. To help 
determine your risk of getting HIV-1, talk openly with your healthcare provider about 
your sexual health.
Ask your healthcare provider if you have questions about how to prevent getting HIV. 
Always practice safer sex and use condoms to lower the chance of sexual contact with 
body fl uids. Never reuse or share needles or other items that have body fl uids on them.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION
What is the most important information I should know about 
TRUVADA for PrEP?
Before taking TRUVADA for PrEP:  

 ® You must be HIV-negative before you start taking TRUVADA for PrEP. You must 
get tested to make sure that you do not already have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA 
to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are confi rmed to be HIV-negative.

 ® Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently 
become infected. If you have fl u-like symptoms, you could have recently become 
infected with HIV-1. Tell your healthcare provider if you had a fl u-like illness within 
the last month before starting or at any time while taking TRUVADA for PrEP. 
Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include tiredness, fever, joint or muscle aches, 
headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged 
lymph nodes in the neck or groin.

While taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
 ® You must continue to use safer sex practices. Just taking TRUVADA for PrEP 
may not keep you from getting HIV-1. 

 ® You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP: 
 ® Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months.
 ® If you think you were exposed to HIV-1, tell your healthcare provider right away.

 ® To further help reduce your risk of getting HIV-1:
 ® Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
 ® Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it 
easier for HIV to infect you.

 ® Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as 
having fewer sex partners.

 ® Do not miss any doses of TRUVADA. Missing doses may increase your risk of 
getting HIV-1 infection.

 ® If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA 
alone to treat HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If 
you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat 
over time.

TRUVADA can cause serious side effects:
 ® Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV. 
If you have HBV and stop taking TRUVADA, your HBV may suddenly get worse. Do 
not stop taking TRUVADA without fi rst talking to your healthcare provider, as they 
will need to monitor your health.

Who should not take TRUVADA for PrEP?
Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP if you: 

 ® Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status. If 
you are HIV-1 positive, you need to take other medicines with TRUVADA to treat 
HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If you have HIV-1 
and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat over time.

 ® Also take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection.

What are the other possible side effects of TRUVADA for PrEP?
Serious side effects of TRUVADA may also include:

 ® Kidney problems, including kidney failure. Your healthcare provider may do 
blood tests to check your kidneys before and during treatment with TRUVADA. 
If you develop kidney problems, your healthcare provider may tell you to stop 
taking TRUVADA.

 ® Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but 
rare medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider 
right away if you get these symptoms: weakness or being more tired than usual, 
unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach pain with 
nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a 
fast or abnormal heartbeat.

 ® Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your 
healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part 
of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine, light-colored stools, loss of 
appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain.

 ® Bone problems, including bone pain, softening, or thinning, which may lead to 
fractures. Your healthcare provider may do tests to check your bones. 

Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP are stomach-area 
(abdomen) pain, headache, and decreased weight. Tell your healthcare provider if 
you have any side effects that bother you or do not go away.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking 
TRUVADA for PrEP?

 ® All your health problems. Be sure to tell your healthcare provider if you have or 
have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis. 

 ® If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known if 
TRUVADA can harm your unborn baby. If you become pregnant while taking 
TRUVADA for PrEP, talk to your healthcare provider to decide if you should 
keep taking TRUVADA.

 ® If you are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If 
you become HIV-positive, HIV can be passed to the baby in breast milk.

 ® All the medicines you take, including prescription and over-the-counter 
medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. TRUVADA may interact with 
other medicines. Keep a list of all your medicines and show it to your healthcare 
provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.

 ® If you take certain other medicines with TRUVADA, your healthcare provider 
may need to check you more often or change your dose. These medicines 
include certain medicines to treat hepatitis C (HCV) infection.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the 
FDA. Visit www.FDA.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see Important Facts about TRUVADA for PrEP including important warnings on the following page.
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get tested to make sure that you do not already have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA 
to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are confi rmed to be HIV-negative.

 ® Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently 
become infected. If you have fl u-like symptoms, you could have recently become 
infected with HIV-1. Tell your healthcare provider if you had a fl u-like illness within 
the last month before starting or at any time while taking TRUVADA for PrEP. 
Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include tiredness, fever, joint or muscle aches, 
headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged 
lymph nodes in the neck or groin.

While taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
 ® You must continue to use safer sex practices. Just taking TRUVADA for PrEP 
may not keep you from getting HIV-1. 

 ® You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP: 
 ® Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months.
 ® If you think you were exposed to HIV-1, tell your healthcare provider right away.

 ® To further help reduce your risk of getting HIV-1:
 ® Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
 ® Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it 
easier for HIV to infect you.

 ® Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as 
having fewer sex partners.

 ® Do not miss any doses of TRUVADA. Missing doses may increase your risk of 
getting HIV-1 infection.

 ® If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA 
alone to treat HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If 
you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat 
over time.

TRUVADA can cause serious side effects:
 ® Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV. 
If you have HBV and stop taking TRUVADA, your HBV may suddenly get worse. Do 
not stop taking TRUVADA without fi rst talking to your healthcare provider, as they 
will need to monitor your health.

Who should not take TRUVADA for PrEP?
Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP if you: 

 ® Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status. If 
you are HIV-1 positive, you need to take other medicines with TRUVADA to treat 
HIV-1. TRUVADA by itself is not a complete treatment for HIV-1. If you have HIV-1 
and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to treat over time.

 ® Also take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection.

What are the other possible side effects of TRUVADA for PrEP?
Serious side effects of TRUVADA may also include:

 ® Kidney problems, including kidney failure. Your healthcare provider may do 
blood tests to check your kidneys before and during treatment with TRUVADA. 
If you develop kidney problems, your healthcare provider may tell you to stop 
taking TRUVADA.

 ® Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but 
rare medical emergency that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider 
right away if you get these symptoms: weakness or being more tired than usual, 
unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach pain with 
nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a 
fast or abnormal heartbeat.

 ® Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your 
healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part 
of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine, light-colored stools, loss of 
appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain.

 ® Bone problems, including bone pain, softening, or thinning, which may lead to 
fractures. Your healthcare provider may do tests to check your bones. 

Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP are stomach-area 
(abdomen) pain, headache, and decreased weight. Tell your healthcare provider if 
you have any side effects that bother you or do not go away.

What should I tell my healthcare provider before taking 
TRUVADA for PrEP?

 ® All your health problems. Be sure to tell your healthcare provider if you have or 
have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis. 

 ® If you are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. It is not known if 
TRUVADA can harm your unborn baby. If you become pregnant while taking 
TRUVADA for PrEP, talk to your healthcare provider to decide if you should 
keep taking TRUVADA.

 ® If you are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If 
you become HIV-positive, HIV can be passed to the baby in breast milk.

 ® All the medicines you take, including prescription and over-the-counter 
medicines, vitamins, and herbal supplements. TRUVADA may interact with 
other medicines. Keep a list of all your medicines and show it to your healthcare 
provider and pharmacist when you get a new medicine.

 ® If you take certain other medicines with TRUVADA, your healthcare provider 
may need to check you more often or change your dose. These medicines 
include certain medicines to treat hepatitis C (HCV) infection.

You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs to the 
FDA. Visit www.FDA.gov/medwatch, or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

Please see Important Facts about TRUVADA for PrEP including important warnings on the following page.
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MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
TRUVADA FOR PrEP
Before starting TRUVADA for PrEP:
 •  You must be HIV-1 negative. You must get tested to make sure that you do not already 

have HIV-1. Do not take TRUVADA for PrEP to reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 unless you are 
confirmed to be HIV-1 negative.

•  Many HIV-1 tests can miss HIV-1 infection in a person who has recently become 
infected. Symptoms of new HIV-1 infection include flu-like symptoms, tiredness, fever,  joint or 
muscle aches, headache, sore throat, vomiting, diarrhea, rash, night sweats, and/or enlarged 
lymph nodes in the neck or groin. Tell your healthcare provider if you have had a flu-like illness 
within the last month before starting TRUVADA for PrEP.

While taking TRUVADA for PrEP:
•  You must continue to use safer sex practices. Just taking TRUVADA for PrEP may not 

keep you from getting HIV-1. 

•  You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking TRUVADA for PrEP. Get tested for HIV-1 at least 
every 3 months while taking TRUVADA for PrEP. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you 
think you were exposed to HIV-1 or have a flu-like illness while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.

•  If you do become HIV-1 positive, you need more medicine than TRUVADA alone to  
treat HIV-1. If you have HIV-1 and take only TRUVADA, your HIV-1 may become harder to  
treat over time.

•  See the “How To Further Reduce Your Risk” section for more information.

TRUVADA may cause serious side effects, including:

•  Worsening of hepatitis B (HBV) infection. TRUVADA is not approved to treat HBV. If you 
have HBV, your HBV may suddenly get worse if you stop taking TRUVADA. Do not stop taking 
TRUVADA without first talking to your healthcare provider, as they will need to check your health 
regularly for several months.

ABOUT TRUVADA FOR PrEP 
TRUVADA for PrEP is a prescription medicine used together with safer sex practices to help 
reduce the risk of getting HIV-1 through sex. This use is only for HIV-negative adults who are at 
high risk of getting HIV-1.

•  To help determine your risk of getting HIV-1, talk openly with your healthcare provider about 
your sexual health.

Do NOT take TRUVADA for PrEP if you:
• Already have HIV-1 infection or if you do not know your HIV-1 status.  
• Take certain medicines to treat hepatitis B infection. 

HOW TO TAKE TRUVADA FOR PrEP
•  Take 1 tablet once a day, every day, not just when you think you have been exposed to HIV-1.

•  Do not miss any doses. Missing doses may increase your risk of getting HIV-1 infection.

•  Use TRUVADA for PrEP together with condoms and safer sex practices.

•  Get tested for HIV-1 at least every 3 months. You must stay HIV-negative to keep taking  
TRUVADA for PrEP.

POSSIBLE SIDE EFFECTS OF TRUVADA FOR PrEP 
TRUVADA can cause serious side effects, including:
•  Those in the “Most Important Information About TRUVADA for PrEP” section.
• New or worse kidney problems, including kidney failure. 
•  Too much lactic acid in your blood (lactic acidosis), which is a serious but rare medical emergency 

that can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you get these symptoms: weakness 
or being more tired than usual, unusual muscle pain, being short of breath or fast breathing, stomach 
pain with nausea and vomiting, cold or blue hands and feet, feel dizzy or lightheaded, or a fast or 
abnormal heartbeat. 

•  Severe liver problems, which in rare cases can lead to death. Tell your healthcare provider right away 
if you get these symptoms: skin or the white part of your eyes turns yellow, dark “tea-colored” urine, 
light-colored stools, loss of appetite for several days or longer, nausea, or stomach-area pain. 

• Bone problems.

Common side effects in people taking TRUVADA for PrEP include stomach-area (abdomen) pain, 
headache, and decreased weight.

These are not all the possible side effects of  TRUVADA. Tell your healthcare provider right away if you 
have any new symptoms while taking TRUVADA for PrEP.

Your healthcare provider will need to do tests to monitor your health before and during 
treatment with TRUVADA for PrEP.  

BEFORE TAKING TRUVADA FOR PrEP
Tell your healthcare provider if you:
•  Have or have had any kidney, bone, or liver problems, including hepatitis.
• Have any other medical conditions.
• Are pregnant or plan to become pregnant. 
•  Are breastfeeding (nursing) or plan to breastfeed. Do not breastfeed. If you become HIV-positive, HIV 

can pass to the baby in breast milk. 

Tell your healthcare provider about all the medicines you take:
•  Keep a list that includes all prescription and over-the-counter medicines, vitamins, and herbal 

supplements, and show it to your healthcare provider and pharmacist.
•  Ask your healthcare provider or pharmacist about medicines that should not be taken with TRUVADA 

for PrEP.

HOW TO FURTHER REDUCE YOUR RISK
• Know your HIV status and the HIV status of your partners.
•  Get tested for other sexually transmitted infections. Other infections make it easier for HIV to  

infect you.
•  Get information and support to help reduce risky sexual behavior, such as having fewer sex partners.
•  Do not share needles or personal items that can have blood or body fluids on them.

GET MORE INFORMATION
•  This is only a brief summary of important information about TRUVADA for PrEP. Talk to your 

healthcare provider or pharmacist to learn more, including how to prevent HIV infection.
• Go to start.truvada.com or call 1-800-GILEAD-5
•  If you need help paying for your medicine, visit start.truvada.com for program information.

IMPORTANT FACTS
This is only a brief summary of important information about taking 
TRUVADA for PrEPTM (pre-exposure prophylaxis) to help reduce the 
risk of getting HIV-1 infection. This does not replace talking to your 
healthcare provider about your medicine.

(tru-VAH-dah)

TRUVADA FOR PREP, the TRUVADA FOR PREP Logo, the TRUVADA Blue Pill Design, TRUVADA, GILEAD, and the GILEAD Logo are trademarks of Gilead  
Sciences, Inc., or its related companies. All other marks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners. 
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THEATER REVIEW

Monticello
Playwright: Thomas Geoghegan
At: Aurora Theater Works at the 
St. Bonaventure Oratory, 1625 n. Ashland Ave.
Tickets: $20
Runs through: Sept. 3

By MARy SHEn BARniDGE

The date is July 2, 1826. Former President Thom-
as Jefferson lies in poor health at Monticello, his 
debt-ridden home in Virginia, where his nephew 
Randolph is pressuring the composer of our coun-
try’s Declaration of Independence to refute his 
assertion of equality therein, pursuant to incor-
porating an endorsement of slavery into his Inde-

pendence Day speech. 
 On this fatal night, however, Jefferson’s habit 
of inviting students from the nearby university for 
evening chats precipitates a visit from a cheerful 
alcohol-abstinent would-be writer named Edgar 
Allen Poe.
 Well, it could have happened. Playwright 
Thomas Geoghegan’s scholarship is sufficiently 
thorough to permit his bending it slightly in the 
service of his thesis: that Jefferson’s manifesto 
for a new nation was not the hollow rhetoric of 
a hypocrite who preached ideas imported from a 
post-revolution France, but practiced social in-
justice toward those not sharing his class, gender 
and ethnicity.  Instead, proposes Geoghegan, its 
author intended it as a call for his fellow citizens 
to resist tyranny—even of its own government—
just as they once resisted English rule.

 Geoghegan cannot resist taking a few hindsight 
potshots at Alexander Hamilton and the Federal-
ists in his portrait of a Jefferson not immune to 
dishing the dirt on his own colleagues, and in 
doing so, foreshadowing a turbulent future that, 
by evening’s end, will transform the innocent Poe 
into the sodden horrormeister we know today. By 
contrast, a subplot involving the threat to Jeffer-
son’s slaves—among them, his alleged mistress 
Sally Hemings—presented by Monticello’s fore-
closure remains steadfast in its solemnity, even 
when its characters’ dramatic function is reduced 
to mere reiteration of the crisis at hand.
 This last theme (Did I mention the vodou-
conjured specter of Haitian rebel Toussaint 
L’Ouverture?) may explain the inclusion of many 
familiar faces from Congo Square Theater Com-
pany in this Aurora Theater Works inaugural pro-

duction. Under the direction of Anthony Irons, 
a hard-working cast led by Marty Lodge as the 
philosophical Jefferson and Jeff Kurysz as the 
bewildered Poe maintain a sobriety lending a 
veneer of plausibility to Geoghegan’s speculative 
hypotheses, despite anachronisms like the preva-
lence of portable writing instruments. What the 
results may lack in theatrical craft, however, they 
nevertheless redeem in the questions they raise 
about the truths we complacently claim to hold 
self-evident. 

THEATER REVIEW

Engage! 
Playwright: Brendan T. Stallings
At: Stellar Productions at 
Theater Wit, 1229 W. Belmont Ave.
Tickets: 773-975-8150; TheaterWit.org; $20
Runs through: Aug. 25

By JOnATHAn ABARBAnEL

It sounds like the start of a joke: An alien, an 
android, a human and a monk are stuck in deep 
space together when all of a sudden. 
 I guess it is a joke because Engage! is designed 
as easy amusement incorporating some basics 
of theater games and audience participation. It 
has some clever lines (“All organics are inferior 
to androids”) and respectable stage combat (as 
one expects from R&D Choreography), so it’s not 
a terrible way to spend 75 minutes; but it’s not 
as good as it could be, even within its decidedly 
modest ambitions. Engage! doesn’t ask enough of 

its audience or its cast.
 For starters, the characters are too famil-
iar: a warrior alien (Cat McKay) with a Klingon 
Bat’Leth, a Jedi-like space monk (Kate Vargulich) 
with a light saber, a sentient android (Benjamin 
Albovias) and a smart-ass Hans Solo-like smug-
gler (Marcus Cunningham). Couldn’t author Bren-
dan T. Stallings invent more original creations? 
He himself plays the villain, a slightly effete ge-
neric type but not modeled after any identifiable 
character.
 A more substantial issue is the structure. Most 
theater games attempt to engage numerous peo-

ple, sometimes the more the merrier. Audience-
interactive storytelling needs to provide repeated 
ways and means to involve the viewers. Granted, 
cast members cannot force participation and, 
at the performance I saw, only one viewer vol-
unteered at the beginning. Still, the audience 
wrangler—an omnipotent Q-like character named 
Y (Kali Skatchke)—didn’t attempt much suasion 
or woo additional participants later in the show, 
when the audience might have been more relaxed 
and willing. So, one person got to name all the 
characters (except Y), name the spaceship and 
make decisions on the action (option A or B) 

throughout the show. I think this is a mistake, 
especially as Engage! steeply discounts returning 
audience members—different choices make a dif-
ferent show—who might want to participate the 
next time.
 As for the cast members, they mustn’t play En-
gage! as a throwaway game. They need to live 
in character each moment through earnest (the 
key word) exaggeration. Although effective when 
they had action (I particularly liked Albovias’ 
quarter-staff work in combat scenes), they stood 
and looked rather—uh—unengaged when the fo-
cus was elsewhere, or the action stopped for an 
audience choice. FYI: The reasonably incompre-
hensible plot (it matters not), has the villain cre-
ate multiple hologram replicas of the real charac-
ters, each of whom must defeat the holograms to 
survive.
 “That is the beauty of space, my friend—it re-
quires no proof. It’s real and ethereal,” says the 
space monk in the show’s best line. Perhaps I 
should let Engage! be the cloud of cosmic cotton-
candy dust it is but, hey, I’m a critic.

Hir, Steppenwolf Theatre, through Aug. 20. It’s 
hard to like the characters in Taylor Mac’s darkly 
distorted family sitcom, but only a joker couldn’t 
admire the astonishing performances, especially 
Francis Guinan as the nearly-wordless father in 
clown make-up. Director Hallie Gordon’s fine four-
some features Amy Morton as a vengeful mom. JA

An Octoroon, Definition Theatre at Victory Gar-
dens Biograph Theater, through Aug. 20. Branden 
Jacobs-Jenkins incorporates so many laughs—
e.g. two men fighting, while played by one ac-
tor—into his deconstruction of Boucicault’s 
19th-century blockbuster that we almost forget 
how smart it is. MSB

Aladdin, Cadillac Palace Theatre, through Sept. 
10. This national tour is a corporate Disney prod-
uct, no doubt. But most audiences nostalgic for 
the blockbuster 1992 animated feature probably 
won’t care since Aladdin delivers as a wowing, 
big-budget stage spectacle. SCM

The Fair Maid of the West, Oak Park Festival 
Theatre, through Sept. 2. The season of “Swash-
buckling in the Suburbs” continues amid leafy-
green Austin Gardens with this home-grown 
seagoing adventure yarn of a woman captain in 
search of her lost sweetheart. MSB

—By Abarbanel, Barnidge and Morgan

CRITICS’PICKS
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THEATER REVIEW

The Food Show
Playwright: Dan Kerr-Hobert, Caitlin 
Stainken and the ensemble
At: The neo-Futurists at the 
Metropolitan Brewery, 3031 n. Rockwell  St.
Tickets: $10-$25
Runs through: Sept. 2

By MARy SHEn BARniDGE

The four necessities required by human beings 
for survival are air, water, food and shelter. On 
this occasion, the Neo-Futurists have forsaken 
their Andersonville digs to set up shop in the 
Metropolitan Brewery’s future Avondale facility, 
where they can cook as they chat with us about 
the meaning of what we eat.
 The agenda covers such historical milestones 
as Harvey Washington Wiley’s “Poison Squad” 
and how it exposed the dangers of adulterants 
in food processing to found the U.S. Food and 

Drug Administration. Our friendly lecturers also 
introduce provocative questions regarding the 
ethics of our food choices, recounting grotesque 
tales of culinary atrocities like “ortolans” (song-
birds roasted and consumed whole), in turn 
leading to a general discussion of food source 
denial and artificial nutritional substitutes (no-
tably, the ominously named “Soylent”) reject-
ing the concept of food altogether. Another 
thread begins with Bilal Dardai weighing his 
Islamic  faith’s dietary restrictions against his 
son’s food allergies, then, after observing that a 
hungry child is an angry child, concluding with 
his speculations on a future crippled by famine 
arising from climate change.
 Don’t come expecting a panel of toques blancs 
talking heads, though. Furnishings for the free-
standing kitchen assembled in the brick-walled 
room  include a large aquarium containing a 
live fish who is fed its own dinner during the 
course of the evening. (Before preparing to grill 
a salmon fillet, Oliver Camacho declared, “Now 
we’re going to eat fish!”—an announcement 

bringing forth a collective shout of protest 
from the audience.) Additional visual interest 
is contributed by the operation of a hand-
cranked butter churn fashioned from a bicycle 
axle and chainring, two boxed lunches munched 
playground-style by Kyla Sims and an audience 
volunteer, along with the music of a street or-
chestra featuring harness-drumming by Spencer 
Meeks and muscular French Horn by the afore-
mentioned Sims.
 Self-consciousness being a cornerstone of 
the Neo-Futurist manifesto, the actors share 
personal anecdotes of food employed as seduc-
tion, consolation and filial myth. Most of these 
reflect secure childhoods, though mention is 
made of “food deserts” and regions of nourish-
ment restricted by circumstance.  Indeed, early 
in the show, a tube-and-beaker sculpture illus-
trates, in precise detail, how our bodies perish 
when deprived of the precious commodity under 
scrutiny, lest we trivialize its importance.

Kate Vargulich and 
Brendan Stallings
in Engage!
Photo by 
chris Zoubris
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Reacquaint yourself with the musical theater 
world’s ultimate “stage mother from hell” when 
Music Theater Works presents the 1959 Broad-
way classic Gypsy. The ambitious musical fea-
tures a rousing score by Jule Styne and Stephen 
Sondheim, with a savvy script by Arthur Lau-
rents based upon the memoirs of famed 20th 
century burlesque star Gypsy Rose Lee. Gypsy 
plays seven performances only between Satur-
day, Aug. 19, through Sunday, Aug. 27, at Cahn 
Auditorium, 600 Emerson St., Evanston. Tickets 
are $34-$96, though tickets are half-price for 

audiences ages 25 and younger; call 847-920-
5630 or visit MusicTheaterWorks.com.
 Caption: Mary Robin Roth plays the 
domineering stage mother Rose in Music 
Theater Works’ new production of Gypsy 
at Cahn Auditorium in evanston. Photo by 
Rich Foreman

SPOTLIGHTe

THEATER REVIEW

HAIR: The American 
Tribal Love-
Rock Musical
Music: Galt MacDermot
Book & Lyrics: Gerome Ragni & James Rado
Directed by: Brenda Didier
At: Mercury Theater Chicago, 
3745 n. Southport Ave.
Tickets: MercuryTheaterChicago.com: $30-$65
Runs through: Sept. 17

By ERiC KARAS

Mercury Theater Chicago presents HAIR: The 
American Tribal Love-Rock Musical, the famous 
hippie anti-war musical that was groundbreaking 
on Broadway. A group of young hippies in the vil-
lage sing songs of love, sex, race, war and rebel-
lion in reaction to the world of 1967. The piece 
is at once approachable and boundary pushing. 

When the musical seems to be a creaky thing 
of the past, those moments are shattered by 
characters like Hud, an African-American hippie 
played with power by Evan Tyrone Martin who 
steps forward to sing all the racial slurs hurled 
at him. This moment is still uncomfortable but 
relevant. In fact, whenever the African-American 
cast steps forward in the show, you can feel the 
audience lean forward to hear them. From “White 
boys” to Abraham Lincoln to singing “What a 
Piece of work is Man,” every moment is memo-

rable and only has the audience wanting more. 
Kudos to Candace Edwards, Chuckie Benson and 
Miciah Long. 

Dionne—the earth mother of them all who 
sings “Aquarius”—is played with majesty by 
Cherise Thomas. Matthew Keffer, as lead hippie 
Berger, gets all the in-your-face sexuality of the 
role even if he may be a little “long in the tooth” 
to be just thrown out of high school. Liam Quealy 
is a real standout as Claude, the sympathetic role 
of the suburban hippie that has to decide if he’s 
going to Vietnam. Liam has a beautiful singing 
voice and really captures the heart of the role. 
Michelle Lauto gets to sing some of the iconic 
songs ‘Easy to be hard’ and ‘Good Morning Star-
ship’ and does so with great emotion. One of the 
unexpected standout moments of the show was 
Leryn Turlington as Crissy singing about the boy 
that got away ‘Frank Mills’. Lucy Godinez is sweet 
as Jeanie the pregnant girl in love with Claude. 
Aaron Davidson and Craig Underwood get lots of 
laughs with their comic relief roles which I won’t 
ruin for those who haven’t seen the show. 

This production does have that infamous mo-
ment of nudity but it is handled with such great 
artistry that it becomes an even more moving and 
magical statement. The staging (by Brenda Didi-
er) and lighting (by Nick Belly) were appropriate 
to highlight the different emotions of the show. 
Some musicals excel in a smaller theater or space, 
and HAIR is one of them. The Mercury Theater 
production proves that this piece may be a little 
dated but still entirely relevant at the same time. 

Benefit concert 
for Russian 
violinist Aug. 26

Chicago LGBTQ community leaders are hosting 
a benefit concert for Artem Kolesov, a 23-year-
old gay man who caught the world’s attention 
when he came out earlier this year on YouTube as 
part of a Russian “Children-404” project, which 
invites teenagers to share their stories and dis-
cuss LGBT issues in Russia.

The concert, “From Russia with Love: A benefit 
concert for Artem Kolesov and other LGBTQ refu-
gees fleeing persecution,” will take place Satur-
day, Aug. 26, at 7 p.m. at the Center on Halsted, 
3656 N. Halsted St.

While his move caught international attention, 

it also means that he can never return home. 
His dream, therefore, is to insure his safety by 
obtaining U.S. citizenship. Kolesov now lives 
in Chicago, where he is first violinist in the Yas 
Quartet, which is in residence at Roosevelt Uni-
versity’s Chicago College of Performing Arts.

Also, it was recently announced that violinist 
Rachel Barton-Pine will be a special guest.

Ticket prices start at $50 each; visit https://
community.centeronhalsted.org/pages/from-rus-
sia-with-love. All proceeds will benefit legal costs 
associated with Kolesov’s pursuit of U.S citizen-
ship; American Friends of Rainbow Railroad; and 
Chicago LGBT Asylum Support Program (CLASP).

(Kolesov was a Windy City Times 30 Under 30 
honoree this year. Also, his story is at WindyCi-
tyMediaGroup.com/lgbt/Russian-born-violinist-
makes-waves-after-coming-out/59026.html.)

George Takei in
Chicago on Sept. 7

In conjunction with its first original exhibition 
“Then They Came for Me: Incarceration of Japa-
nese Americans during WWII and the Demise of 
Civil Liberties,” Alphawood Gallery is presenting 
“An Evening with George Takei” at the Athenaeum 
Theatre, 2936 N. Southport Ave., on Thursday, 
Sept. 7, at 7 p.m.

When he was incarcerated as a child with 
his family, Takei lived the story told by “Then 
They Came for Me,” which examines a difficult 
and painful episode in the history of the United 
States when the federal government forcibly re-
moved and imprisoned thousands of Japanese-
American citizens

With a career spanning five decades, out actor 
Takei is known for his founding role in the ac-
claimed television series Star Trek, in which he 
played Hikaru Sulu, helmsman of the Starship En-
terprise. In 2015, Takei made his Broadway debut 
in the premiere of his first musical, Allegiance; in 
May 2017, Takei returned to the New York stage 
to star in a revival of Stephen Sondheim’s Pacific 
Overtures.

This program is open to the public; $15 tickets 
can be purchased by visiting www.Alphawood-
Gallery.org/Takei-Tickets. More than $10 of each 
ticket purchased will be donated to the Japanese 
American Service Committee.

‘Cards Against
Humanity’ Aug. 25

Cards Against Humanity Live will return one 
night only on Friday, Aug. 25, at 8 p.m. at The 
Greenhouse Theater Center (downstairs main-
stage), 2257 N. Lincoln Ave.

The irreverent night of improv comedy inspired 
by the popular and politically incorrect party 
game Cards Against Humanity will feature special 
guest host Matthew Hoffman, who is behind the 
“You Are Beautiful” project, which started in Chi-
cago before going international.

Tickets are $10 each; visit GreenhouseTheater.
org.

‘Big Orange Ball’
Oct. 21 at Carnivale 

The Halloween costume party known as the 
“Big Orange Ball” will take place Saturday, Oct. 
21, 8 p.m.-1 a.m., at Carnivale, 702 W. Fulton 
Market.

Proceeds will benefit Howard Brown Health.
Admission is $125 (early bird), $150 (general 

admission), $175 (at the door) and $300 (“RIP”). 
Attendees must be at least 21 years of age.

For tickets and information, visit Howard-
Brown.org/event/bob2017.

Artem Kolesov.
Photo courtesy of Kolesov
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By EMAGin TAnASCHuK

Jewel Thais-Williams is more than the owner 
of the popular “Jewel’s Catch One” night club, 
in Los Angeles; rather, she is trailblazer, as her 
nightclub was a place where people of all races 
and sexual orientations were welcome starting in 
1975. After owning the nightclub for 42 years, 
Thais’ work is being showcased in the documen-
tary “Jewel’s Catch One” which will be screening 
at the Black Alphabet Film Festival on Saturday, 
Aug. 19, at David Logan Center for the Arts, 915 
E. 60th St., at 1 p.m. 

Thais-Williams’ dream happened “by divine de-
sign,” she said. She had been working at a store 
across the street from Catch One as a young adult 
and always said to herself that she would own 
the place someday. She had a dream that every-
one would be able to come to the club and feel 
welcomed and safe to express themselves. Prior 
to Thais-Williams owning the club, Catch One 
mainly welcomed Caucasian white-collar workers, 
according to the documentary. 

The thought of buying Catch One became more 
of a reality for Thais-Williams to purchase the 
club when she owned a women’s clothing store 
in 1972 and the recession hit. She explained 
how when the economy grew weaker, women 
stopped spending as much at her store, since 
everyone was forced to become more financially 
conscious. She needed to find a “recession-proof” 
business:alcohol. This was the extra push Thais-
Williams needed when the day came that she 
heard the nightclub was for sale. 

After purchasing the club in 1975, Thais-Wil-
liams made it everything she had envisioned. 
People of all racial backgrounds, sexual orienta-
tions and walks of life came in to drink, dance 
and socialize, something that was not previously 
accepted or welcomed in that area.

The nightclub also helped Thais-Williams in her 
personal life, since her patrons ultimately were 
the ones that outed her as queer. Sometimes her 
father and other family members would be there 
helping her fix something and someone would 
make a joke or comment revealing her orienta-
tion, so Thais-Williams never felt the need to for-
mally come out to her family. 

However, she did finally sit her parents down 
to tell them she was getting married to her girl-
friend, which she admitted was a predictable mo-
ment. Her father quickly told her that he did not 
believe in same-sex marriage and therefore would 
not attend her wedding. Her mother always liked 
to do the opposite of Thais-Williams’s father, so 
she did come to the wedding. Most of Thais-Wil-
liams’s family, however, was not very supportive 
and did not show for the ceremony. 

Regardless, seeing men dance with men and 
women kiss other women at her club on weekend 

nights gave her peace of mind. She said that al-
though the LGBT community is facing more oppo-
sition lately, it is important that people continue 
to create spaces that promote love. For example, 
last year after the Orlando shooting, Thais-
Williams was especially impacted as the former 
owner of a bar that welcomed gay individuals. 
However, despite her grief, she powered through 
the next day to attend the Los Angeles pride pa-
rade. People were there to celebrate and mourn; 
“it was an outpouring of love, and we needed 
that,” she said. 

When asked if she foresaw all the social impact 
her club would have, Thais-Williams confidently 
said she did not think about that, rather she 

knew she was doing “what needed to be done,” 
especially as a lesbian woman herself. 

She explained that because of her gender, 
sexual orientation and race, and being a Black 
lesbian, she was that much more motivated to 
work hard for what she wanted. 

“In order to achieve your rights, you have to 
stand up for them, because if you don’t stand up 
for anything, then you are lying down for every-
thing,” she said.

The Black Alphabet Film Festival will take place 
Friday-Saturday, Aug. 18-19, at the Reva & David 
Logan Center for the Arts, 915 E. 60th St. Visit 
http://blackalphabet.org/.
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BLACK ALPHABET FILM FESTIVAL

Jewel Thais-Williams
and nightclub subject
of documentary

AUGUST 24-25-26-27
DONALD E. STEPHENS CONVENTION CENTER

ELIZABETH
HENSTRIDGEJOHN BARROWMANALEX KINGSTONDAVID TENNANT

KIDS 10 & UNDER FREE! 

BUY TICKETS NOW!

Jewel Thais-Williams.
courtesy of dancing Pictures

Reeling film festival
returns Sept. 21-28

The 35th edition of Reeling: The Chicago 
LGBTQ+ International Film Festival will run 
Sept. 21-28.

The first Chicago Lesbian & Gay Interna-
tional Film Festival took place in April 1981 
in Chicago Filmmakers’ 90-seat folding-chair 
screening room on West Hubbard Street, ac-
cording to its website.

Opening night will take place at Music Box 
Theatre, 3733 N. Southport Ave.  The rest 
of the festival will take place at the main 
venue, Landmark Theatres, 2828 N. Clark St. 

Visit http://reelingfilmfestival.org/2017/.

Ken Burns to discuss
‘Vietnam War’ Sept. 7

Ken Burns and Lynn Novick will preview 
their new 10-part documentary, The Vietnam 
War, with an exclusive screening and discus-
sion at the Auditorium Theatre, 50 E. Con-
gress Pkwy., on Thursday, Sept. 7, at 6:30-
8:30 p.m.

During this special evening, Burns and 
Novick will discuss the “making of” of the 
film, show excerpts from the 18-hour docu-
mentary and answer questions from the audi-
ence.

Tickets are available at AuditoriumTheatre.
org/shows/vietnam-ken-burns-lynn-novick/.

http://www.wizardworld.com
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By JERRy nunn

Watch out, world: There’s a new rapper in town, 
and her name is Patti Cake$.

A plus-sized white girl from New Jersey named 
Patricia Dumbrowski is going to hustle and flow 
her way to the top and nothing is going to stop 
her. Actress Danielle Macdonald stars in the new 
movie in which her character experiences bully-
ing, family drama and a bit of The Wizard of Oz.

Born in Australia, Macdonald moved to LA to 
pursue her career at a young age. She stood out 
in a strong cast for the film Every Secret Thing, 
which stars Diane Lane, Elizabeth Banks and Da-

kota Fanning.   
Windy City Times: i watched your movie Ev-

ery Secret Thing yesterday to prepare for this. 
How do you portray such very drastic charac-
ters?

Danielle Macdonald: I think the main thing 
with that one was I tried to not judge her, be-
cause the first thing I did was think how aw-
ful she was. If you feel that way you can’t play 
someone, so I had to find the humanity in her, 
and the reasons why she did what she did to con-
nect to her.

They are very different characters. I am not 
psychotic, and I am not a rapper or cool. It was 

exploring different parts of myself. 
Patti was a bigger challenge than the other 

one just because she walked differently and talk-
ed differently. She raps. She reacts differently. I 
didn’t see any similarities at first. Then I saw she 
is a dreamer, and has a lot of love for her friends 
who drive her. Her family relationships are com-
plicated, but there is a lot of love there. 

WCT: We all, hopefully, have supportive 
friends like Patti’s.

DM: We all have a Jheri, played by Siddharth 
Dhananjay.

WCT: Well, that’s my name—kind of. 
DM: There you go! 
WCT: i wanted him to be your gay best 

friend. 
DM: It is never discussed. He could be! I live in 

West Hollywood. My best friends are in the LGBT 
community so I have my own Jheri there. 

WCT: Were there rappers that you emulated?
DM: There were a bunch that I listened to. I lis-

tened to so many different artists and songs just 
to get flows and rhythms, to see what I was good 
at or not good at. It was Biggie that I related to 
Patti the most with. I pulled my shoulders back, 
and felt more cool. He’s just so cool. He was so 
calm about everything that I was able to vibe 
with him. 

WCT: Were you bullied like Patti?
DM: No. Well, everyone experiences a little bit 

so, at times, but nothing crazy. I have never been 
standing there while someone called me a whole 
slew of names in front of a bunch of people like 
in the movie luckily. 

WCT: Had you done a catering job similar to 
the movie?

DM: No, because I am the clumsiest person 
alive. I would have been fired instantly. I was a 
dishwasher, though. 

WCT: How was working with nick Sandow, 
from Orange is the new Black, as your catering 
manager?

DM: He would say a line and everyone was dy-
ing laughing. It was not necessarily funny, it is 
just the way he says things is amazing. Take after 
take was comedy gold. 

WCT: Speaking of takes, did you have a lot 
of takes to perfect the rapping in Patti Cake$?

DM: Yes and no. It was a quick production. 
We just had so much to get through in a short 
amount of time. We had to shorten the time for 
the rest of the day to get everything in. 

WCT: There is a lot of hype with this film. 
How does that feel?

DM: There is a bit of pressure. I hope it lives 
up to people’s expectations. It is scary, but I am 
trying to not think about it. I hope people see it. 
You can’t please everyone. Some people are not 
going to like it, that is the reality, but I hope 
some people do like it. 

WCT: How did the screening in Chicago go?
DM: We left from the airport directly to the 

screening. It has been crazy. This is the last leg 
of the tour, but last night was reinvigorating. 
We wanted to stay. People were jumping up and 
down to ask questions. 

WCT: People seem to relate to this movie, 
from what i have heard. 

DM: I think everyone can relate. It is about a 
girl who is lost and trying to find herself. I am 
pretty sure everyone has felt lost at some point 

or out of place, had someone cut off their dreams. 
The coolest thing is I am meeting people of all 

different ages, genders and cultural backgrounds. 
All of them are finding something to relate to, 
and I am loving that. 

WCT: Did you want to be a performer grow-
ing up?

DM: I don’t remember knowing what I wanted 
to do. I started acting when I was at 12 years 
old; then in 10th grade that was it. It was all I 
wanted to do after that. 

WCT: Describe your American Horror Story: 
Roanoke experience. 

DM: It was almost as hard as this. I got my 
lines maybe 12 hours before I had to be on set. 
It was a one-page monologue. I didn’t know what 
was happening because they don’t give the whole 
script. The first half of that season was very dif-
ferent than the second half. The first half had 
aired when I get the second half so I had no idea 
what was going on. It was like a different show. I 
had to learn a British accent in 12 hours. 

WCT: Look at you!
DM: I was so stressed. I thought I was going to 

screw it up. The second day was a lot more calm 
and fun. I enjoyed it. 

WCT: Did Ryan Murphy remember you from 
Glee?

DM: I have never met him. He was not direct-
ing either episode. He probably has no idea who 
I am. 

WCT: you are so close to him, yet so far away. 
Have you used your natural Australian accent 
in a movie?

DM: No. Hopefully, one day…
WCT: Are you losing your accent, like iggy 

Azalea? 
DM: It is what it is at this point. It is Aus-

tralian, but I speak with an American rhythm. 
I came here at 18 so it changed a little bit, be-
cause I was fairly young. The way it sounds now 
is how it has been for years. I don’t think it is 
going to change more. It is set in its way. 

WCT: This new Lady Bird movie has a lot of 
Chicago Steppenwolf Theatre actors in it, like 
Tracy Letts and Laurie Metcalf. 

DM: I worked one day on that film with one 
line. I am unimportant in it, but a fun day at 
work!

WCT: Any LGBT movies you have done?
DM: I have never played a gay character, which 

blows my mind because I audition for them all 
the time. Why am I not booking them? 

The first movie I did I had my first girl kiss, 
though. It was called The East. It got cut. We 
played spin the bottle for hours. They just took 
what they liked from when we played. My first 
two girl kisses never made it. My first one was 
with Ellen Page, so I was very proud. It was the 
best thing ever!

WCT: it’s on the cutting-room floor some-
where! you have a movie with Jennifer Aniston 
coming, i read. 

DM: It is based off a young adult book called 
Dumplin’. I was in love with it. I thought they 
did an awesome adaptation of it. I would have 
wanted something like this as a teenager and I 
wanted to be a part of it. There is a lot of Dolly 
Parton in it. The girls learn things from these 
amazing drag queens. It is going to be fun! 

Patti Cake$ will be released Friday, Aug. 18.

CULTURE CLUBCULTURE CLUB

NOW PLAYING 
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NUNN ON ONE: MOVIES

Actress raps about
performing hip-hop
in ‘Patti Cake$’

Danielle Macdonald stars in Patty Cake$.
Photo courtesy of Fox searchlight

http://www.writerstheatre.org
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A bene�t concert for Artem Kolesov 
and other LGBTQ Refugees �eeing persecution

 
Saturday, August 26, 2017  7 p.m. Concert  8:30 p.m. VIP Reception

Limited number of tickets available. Tickets start at $50.  
Purchase tickets at https://community.centeronhalsted.org/pages/from-russia-with-love

Hoover-Leppen Theatre | Center on Halsted   3656 N. Halsted, Chicago, IL 60613
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Rising star Artem Kolesov is a 23 year-old gay Russian violinist who can never return home after courageously 
coming out against Russia's persecution of its LGBTQ citizens. Artem will perform with the YAS Quartet and 

other notable artists in this one-night only bene�t concert helping him and others secure safety and citizenship.

For more information, see Facebook page “From Russia with Love – Chicago”.

https://community.centeronhalsted.org/pages/from-russia-with-love
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By JERRy nunn

British singer Declan McKenna is heading for the 
big leagues and people like Adele are singing his 
praises. He won Glastonbury Festival’s Emerging 
Talent Competition in 2015 where he gained the 
opportunity to perform on William’s Green Stage. 
Afterwards he was signed with Columbia Records. 

His new album What Do You Think About the 
Car? is full of pop tunes with deep subject matter. 
“Paracetamol” discusses how transgender teenag-
ers are misrepresented in the media. “Isombard” 
covers Fox News trying to justify police brutality. 
His song “Brazil” criticizes FIFA during The World 
Cup for being in an impoverished country. 

After performing at Lincoln Hall in Chicago, 
McKenna sat down to talk about his music and 
life backstage at Lollapalooza. 

Windy City Times: Tell our readers about 
yourself. 

Declan McKenna: My name is Declan. I am from 
Hertfordshire in the UK. I am 18 years old and I 
make songs! 

WCT: Did you always want to be a musician?
DM: Yes, to an extent. I can’t remember a time 

when I didn’t write songs. It has always been a 
part of what I do. 

WCT: Did Glastonbury help jump-start your 
career?

DM: It wasn’t a massive public thing, but it 
helped me in the industry to build a team for 
myself.  Getting a small slot at Glastonbury and 
immersing myself in music was really cool. 

WCT: Are you performing a lot of festivals 
like that one and Lollapalooza now?

DM: We have Reading and Leeds festivals. I 
have been there in the past, being from London. 
Summer Sonic in Japan...

WCT: Hopefully, you have a big following in 
Japan.

DM: Fingers crossed. I did a little promo trip 
and there were a couple of fans that were very 
loyal at the show. I got lots of gifts. I couldn’t 
bring them all home so I had to pick and choose 
which ones to give to the staff there. I felt so 
guilty.

WCT: This is your first trip to Chicago?
DM: No, third. I liked the crowd at Lincoln Hall 

last night. It was a bit cramped. I really enjoyed 
myself and thought my performance was good. 
That makes me happy. I wasn’t picking at any-
thing I did after I came offstage. I do that all 
the time. I need to get over it. I am my own 
biggest critic. 

WCT: The video for “Brazil” has an image of 
David Bowie on a wall. Are you a big fan?

DM: I am. We did two videos for “Brazil.” That 

was the first one.  I was 15 years old and it was 
on a zero budget. It was more about the shot for 
the video, but David Bowie is one of my favorite 
artists of all time. 

WCT: Talk about your song “Paracetamol.”

DM: I had heard about a trans teen who had 
committed suicide after pressure from conversion 
therapy. I had not heard of that before. I couldn’t 
get over it and how heartbreaking it was. 

I don’t think he song isn’t necessarily about 
that, but it definitely influenced it. I wanted to 
write a song that stood against someone that 
takes over someone’s freedom of self and person-
ality.  

A lot of people struggle with their own identi-
ty. In her case, to have figures of authority pres-
suring her to be something else was something I 
was against. I wanted to write about that. 

WCT: Have you heard from fans about that 
subject?

DM: Yes. People have definitely connected to 
that song. People are touched by it, and many of 
my songs. I want people to feel welcomed by my 
music. If people have that sort of connection to 
what I am doing it is a massive bonus. 

It is not the biggest thing, making pop songs, 
but it is nice to have a community with people 
that accept and love each other. 

WCT: Do you talk about how you identify 
yourself?

DM: [Laughs] Not usually, but I will when I fig-
ure that one out!

WCT: Maybe in a follow-up interview. you are 
18, so a lot can happen.

DM: I am very general in all aspects of that, 
I will say. 

WCT: you did a song called “Listen to your 
Friends” with Rostan Batmanglij from Vampire 
Weekend. How was it working with him?

DM: Amazing. I have always listened to Vam-
pire Weekend and his solo work as well. It was 
massively inspiring and encouraging to have 
someone that I looked up to ask to make a track 
with me. 

He’s awesome to work with. He is so creative 
and has so many ideas. I had never co-written 
before. I had written all of my work before that. 
It took me a while to warm to it. 

WCT: Was it an email collaboration or did 
you work in the studio together?

DM: It was the end of my first U.S. tour and 

I stayed in L.A. for three days with him in the 
studio. We came out with a couple of ideas, but 
that was the main one. It was structurally very 
early. I basically wanted to go and write lyrics to 
it. It took a long time actually. I eventually came 
up with a song I really liked. 

I was so shocked earlier when I played it the 
crowd connected to it. I shouted the bit about 
free health care people were jamming to it! 

I like to see people shooting and complaining 
about things they don’t like. 

WCT: it must be nice to have a platform to 
do that now. 

DM: It is unreal. It’s nothing I would have ex-
pected. I am fortunate to have people that like 
what I do. 

WCT: i like the song “Why Do you Feel So 
Down?”

DM: That is quite an old song. It is odd for me 
having just released it. I was 16 when I wrote it. 
I had gone through a lot of stages, but I liked the 
fact that it is a loosey goosey pop song. It is fun 
and carefree. It is a melancholic song that you 
can dance to. It is an emo-disco song!

‘Yippie Fest’
Aug. 18-20

The first-ever Yippie Fest—a continuous, 
live theater festival in the spirit of the Ab-
bie Hoffman Died for Our Sins Festival (which 
closed last year after 28 years at the Mary-
Arrchie Theatre)—will take place Aug. 18-20 
at the Prop Thtr, 3502 N. Elston Ave.

The website includes a pre-sale of tickets 
for the festival, with early purchasers receiv-
ing the discount price of $20 for the week-
end, and $10 for individual nights ($25/$15 
at the door). 

See YippieFest.com.

‘Bewildered’
cast announced

Hell in a Handbag Productions, celebrat-
ing its 15th-anniversary season, has an-
nounced casting for the world premiere of 
Bewildered—a musical parody of the classic 
TV sitcom Bewitched that’s told from the 
perspective of Gladys Kravitz, Samantha Ste-
phens’ iconic nosy neighbor.  

The production will run Sept. 27-Nov. 11 at 
Stage 773, 1225 W. Belmont Ave.

The production will feature ensemble mem-
bers David Cerda as Endora, Caitlin Jackson as 
Gladys Kravitz, Ed Jones as Uncle Arthur, Mi-
chael S. Miller as Mr. Tumer and AJ Wright as 
Darrin G. The production also features Steve 
Kimbrough as Larry Tate, Matt Miles as Abner, 
Elizabeth Morgan as Samantha, Scott Sawa 
as Darrin S. and Robert Williams as Tabitha/
Louise. Rounding out the cast are Kira Gaud-
ynski, Jennifer Ledesma, Travis Monroe Neese 
and Sarah Taylor as Magic Stage Hands.

Tickets will be $22-$39 each; visit Hand-
bagProductions.org or Stage773.com, or call 
773-327-5252.

Driehaus exhibiting
French posters

The Richard H. Driehaus Museum, 40 E. 
Erie St., has announced the special exhibi-
tion “L’Affichomania: The Passion for French 
Posters,” running through Jan. 7, 2018. 

The exhibition features 45 posters dating 
from 1875 to 1910 created by five grand 
masters: Jules Cheret, Eugene Grasset, Theo-
phile-Alexandre Steinlen, Henri de Toulouse-
Lautrec and Alphonse Mucha.

Each of the five masters of the medium 
will be featured in one of the period galler-
ies located on the second and third floors of 
the museum. This will allow guests to both 
explore the artist’s individual style and to 
compare them with their contemporaries. 

See DriehausMuseum.org.

NUNN ON ONE: MUSIC

Declan McKenna:
Breakout star on
trans teens, identity

Declan McKenna.
Photo by Jerry Nunn Klug-Marataya
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Major League Soccer (MLS) celebrated All-Star 
week in Chicago last week—and, as part of the 
festivities, commissioned Sam Kirk to create a 
mural in Pilsen depicting four All-Star players 
playing against a Chicago backdrop. 

The mural, which is at 18th Street and Ashland 
Avenue, will remain up for at least the next three 
years. 

Kirk is currently exhibiting work in the National 
Museum of Mexican Art and recently was cele-
brated for creating Chicago’s Mural of the Year. 

Regarding how the mural came about, Kirk told 
Windy City Times that MLS’s advertising team 
reached out to her. “They came across my work 
through the nonprofit organization the Chicago 
Public Art Group,” she said.

Kirk added that doing this particular mural was 
a labor of love for her because it involved the 
community (and one that appreciates soccer) and 
because there’s an element of diversity.

She is currently working on a mural connected 
to women of color for the ACTIVATE event “Net-
work: Pulsing with Power” on Thursday, Aug. 24, 
5-10 p.m., at Couch Place Alley, 170 N State St. 
Kirk is also working on a couple more pieces for 
Chicago Public Art Group.

As for the Aug. 2 game, Real Madrid (playing 
without its biggest star, Cristiano Ronaldo) de-
feated the MLS All-Stars. After the teams battled 
to a 1-1 tie in regulation, Real Madrid won on 
penalty kicks 4-2.
—Andrew Davis

Kirk designs
River North home

Over the past two years—between art exhi-
bitions, public murals and corporate projects—
lesbian artist Sam Kirk has been designing a 
three-story, loft-styled, penthouse in Chicago’s 
luxurious River North neighborhood.

The walls feature unique color patterns, and a 
custom-designed elevator opens to the roof deck, 
allowing natural light to pour into the sixth-floor 
foyer.

In recent years, Kirk has been commissioned by 
clients such as, Guinness and Toyota to build out 
large-scale installations into artistic experiences. 
A press release read, “This loft is a permanent 
installation of self-expression that combines 

the talents of Sam Kirk and the personality of 
[homeowner] Misty Campbell into a dynamic liv-
ing space.”

In addition, the fifth floor of this completely 
ADA-accessible home is composed of a home of-
fice, lounge space for meetings and indoor gath-
erings; the sixth floor is exclusively for family 
time and daily activities; and the seventh floor 
includes a master suite with a private roof deck.

To view photos of Misty Campbell’s home, visit 
IAmSamKirk.com/SewellEstate.

Trans Beach Party
held on South Side

“Trans Beach Party: 2017 South Side with 
Pride” took place Aug. 12 at Rainbow Park Beach.

Trans Liberation Collective hosted a gather-
ing that allowed all trans people to be their true 
selves, while reclaiming a space that has histori-
cally been hostile to trans bodies, according to 
the event’s Facebook page. 

Photos courtesy of Trans Liberation Collective

MLS commissions
Sam Kirk mural

MLS mural by Sam Kirk.
Photo courtesy of courtney Ridgway Klug-Marataya Sam Kirk-designed home.

Trans beach partygoers.
Photo courtesy of Trans Liberation collective Klug-Marataya

Macklemore, others
at Sept. 16 festival

Macklemore & Ryan Lewis, Fifth Harmony, 
Prince Royce, DNCE, Fat Joe, Jeremih, Lupe Fias-
co, Carl Thomas and Felix da Housecat are among 
the musical acts slated to perform at the inaugu-
ral all-day Get IN It MusicFest, to be held Sept. 
16 at noon-10:30 p.m. at Guaranteed Rate Field, 
which is the home of the Chicago White Sox play, 
according to The Chicago Sun-Times. 

The festival also promises “special surprise ce-
lebrity guests and sports figures.”

Thanks in part to its marriage-equality anthem 
“Same Love” (featuring Mary Lambert), Mackl-
emore and Lewis won three rap categories and 
was honored as Best New Artist at the Grammys 
in January 2014. That event had Queen Lati-
fah officiating a group wedding event with 33 
couples of various sexual orientations. (Madonna 
then sang a slowed-down version of her 1980s hit 
“Open Your Heart.”)

Tickets are $35-$150, and they go on sale Fri-
day, Aug. 11; visit Ticketmaster.com.

The Sun-Times article is at http://chicago.sun-
times.com/news/macklemore-ryan-lewis-fifth-
harmony-headed-to-chicago-for-festival/. More 
information about the event is at https://www.
isfauthority.com/concerts-events/upcoming-
events/get-in-it-musicfest/.

Manolo Blahnik
film out Sept. 22

Manolo: The Boy Who Made Shoes for Lizards—
an in-depth portrait of legendary fashion design-
er Manolo Blahnik—will premiere locally at the 
Music Box Theatre, 3733 N. Southport Ave., on 
Friday, Sept. 22

Growing up on a remote Spanish Canary is-
land, Manolo made shoes out of sweet wrappers 
for lizards that he caught in his family’s garden. 
After opening his first store in London in 1973 
and coming of age in fashion capitals such as 
Paris and New York, Blahnik now has shops and 
department-store concessions in more than 20 
countries and retains full control of the business, 
still creating every shoe—even hand-carving the 
wooden forms himself.  

Director/longtime fashion journalist Michael 
Roberts presents this never-before-seen peek 
into Blahnik’s world, featuring entertainment/
fashion figures such as Anna Wintour, Rihanna, 
Paloma Picasso, Iman, Naomi Campbell, Rupert 
Everett, Karlie Kloss, Isaac Mizrahi and Andre 
Leon Talley. 

See MusicBoxFilms.com.
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Market Days
shines on
Halsted
Photos by Jerry Nunn
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Jody Watley.

Linda Clifford (left) 
with Chilli Pepper.

Steve Grand.

inaya Day.

Prince Poppycock. Tiffany.

http://www.squirt.org


Legal Council for Health Justice will host its annual summer benefit at 
Sidetrack on Thursday, Aug. 17, at 6 p.m. This year’s event is called ¡Bi-
envenidos! and will celebrate the diverse, vibrant and welcoming country 
of Mexico. ¡Bienvenidos! will feature Mexican cuisine by Bombón Café, 
cocktails by Sidetrack, live entertainment, an extensive silent auction and 
the popular Grand Raffle. Over 350 influential guests from law, medicine, 
politics and social service will be in attendance. All proceeds from this 
event support the Legal Council’s free legal service programs which assist 
low-income people with HIV, individuals facing homelessness, and children with disabilities.

Tickets start at $75 and are available at www.council17.gesture.com or by calling 312-427-8990.
The generous Platino-level sponsors for ¡Bienvenidos! are Aetna, Aetna Better Health, Kirkland & Ellis LLP, and Sidley 

Austin. This event is in collaboration with the Mexico Tourism Board.
This year, Legal Council For Health Justice’s three programs—AIDS Legal Council, Chicago Medical-Legal Partnership 

for Children and Homeless Outreach Project—will provide free, direct legal care to over 2,200 individuals who would 
otherwise never be able to afford legal assistance. 
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By AnDREW DAViS

It would be almost impossible to not have an 
enjoyable time at Heritage Restaurant & Caviar 
Bar (2700 W. Chicago Ave.; https://heritage-chi-
cago.com/), a deceptively laid-back spot that’s 
at the junction of East Humboldt Park and West 
Ukrainian Village. 
 First, it might be wise to address the sturgeon 
in the room: Those who may be intimidated by 
caviar (simply because it’s caviar) shouldn’t be. 
The staff is more than happy to steer guests 

through the caviar-related part of Heritage’s 
menu, which includes items such as gold osetra 
and Siberian sturgeon. (There are also offerings 
such as salmon, trout and paddlefish roe for the 
adventurous.) I’m not the biggest fan of fish 
eggs, but the ones I sampled were actually par-
ticularly tasty—although people should be aware 
that the items (as expected) are not cheap.
 Also, to show the power of the vegan demo-
graphic, there is actually vegan caviar at Heritage 

as well (spheres with white balsamic and truffle). 
I didn’t try them, so taste them at your own risk.
 However, there is much more to the two-floor 
Heritage (and I urge people to check out the 
basement space) than roe. Oysters (of which a 
variety is served) come with garnishes of house 
sea-salt matzo, house mignonette and hot sauce; 
whitefish crudo is delicate and a spicy; and the 
king-crab legs (with flying-fish roe) is practically 
heaven on earth.

 However, for those who are seafood-averse, 
there are plenty of choices as well. There’s are the 
Heritage Burger (shortrib, sirloin and prime rib-
eye burger with cheddar and garlic aioli); baby-
back ribs with peanuts and mint; dumplings (like 
the beef-heart pierogi) and noodles; heirloom 
tomato pie with goat cheese and caramelized on-
ions; a savory bone-in pork chop with Carolina 
Gold grits; and even the Heritage Cobb salad, 
which comes with coal-roasted chicken, Wiscon-
sin horseradish cheddar and sous vide egg. And, 
yes, there are desserts here, too, including baked 
Alaska (a solid winner) as well as raspberry-and-
vanilla cake and other items. 
 There’s also a pretty nifty wine list as well as 
a list of (reasonably priced) cocktails. I had the 
Upside Down and a Little Flirty—a heady but 
tasty mix of Imbue Pearl and Thorn, gin, spar-
kling wine and Luxardo Maraschino. 
 (By the way, this spot also serves breakfast 
seven days a week, with dishes such as ancient 
grain-and-wild rice oatmeal, fresh baked kolach-
ki, and duck-confit biscuits and gravy.)
 note: Restaurant profiles/events are based 
on invitations arranged from restaurants and/
or firms.

the DISHthe DISH
Weekly Dining Guide in
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SAVOR 
Heritage Restaurant
& Caviar Bar Whitefish crudo (left) and the baked Alaska at Heritage Restaurant & Caviar Bar.

Photos by andrew davis

Getting wood at Camp Sidetrack during Market Days. 
Photos by Jerry Nunn

SIDETRACK

Chicago’s Original Country Dance, hosted by David Boyer, will 
be celebrating its roots and 30 years of country dance parties 
across Chicago with a special dance party beginning at 4 pm 
on Sunday, August 20, at The Call, 1547 W. Bryn Mawr Ave.

Alcala’s Western Wear, 1733 W. Chicago Ave., will offer door 
prizes ranging from T-shirts to a $50 gift certificate; a light 
buffet will be served. Admission to Chicago’s Original Country 
Dance is free and open to all 21 and older.

It may seem like a whole 
other time, but thirty years ago 
this past May, David Boyer (pictured at left) hosted the very first “Texas 2-Stepping 
Night” at Carol’s Speakeasy. Carol’s was Chicago’s largest gay dance club with legendary 
parties and DJs. Beginning in the late ‘70s, Carol’s was packing them in every weekend.

Boyer remembers that about 30 guys were there that first night looking to learn to 
two-step. Every single guy stepped on the dance floor and by the night’s end, Two-
Stepping and country dancing were in Chicago to stay.

Whether you are an old fan of the dance or are looking for a new outlet for dancing 
and fun, all are welcome to come help celebrate 30 years of country dancing in Chicago 
LGBT community.

Country Dance’s 30th Anniversary at The Call

Legal Council’s ¡Bienvenidos! at Sidetrack
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“As a friend, I hate when she gets into trouble. 
As a comic, I’m next in line whenever she gets 
fired. I’m blowing up Anderson Cooper’s phone: 
‘Girl, what are you doing New Year’s Eve?’”—Mar-
garet Cho talks about good friend and colleague 
Kathy Griffin.

Since it’s Carnival Week in Provincetown, you 
know where I am. When I’m not having more sex 
than you can shake a stick at (or whatever they 
were shaking at me), I’m seeing tons of great 
shows. Even if you aren’t anywhere near Cape 
Cod, these people regularly tour the country and 
will likely hit your locale sometime soon.

I made it to the tip of the Cape just in time for 
Marilyn Maye at the Provincetown Art House. To 
say she’s better than ever is an understatement. 
Yes, she’s my dear friend, but this woman’s voice 
cannot be equaled by people half her age. While 
I’m always amazed at her power and range, this 
year it was the quieter moments which struck me 
as incredibly delicate and yet totally controlled. 
She definitely fills the stage—and the entire 
room.

Sexy Steve Grand is also at the Art House 
all season. While his rippling physique is prob-
ably better known to most of my fans than his 
voice, they will be pleasantly surprised if they 
buy a ticket for his show. His vocals are secure, 
and his self-written material is enjoyable if not 
somewhat repetitive. What makes his show work 
is how well he connects with his audience. It’s 
intimate. You kinda feel like you’re in his living 
room—we should all be so lucky! You can see a 
clip from his show on BillyMasters.com.

Every year, I think Varla Jean Merman can’t 
top herself—try and get that picture out of your 
head. But every year, the material is fresh, inci-
sive, sharp, and on target. “Bad Heroine” (also 
at the Ptown Art House) focuses on female role 
models throughout history, and it’s hysterically 
funny. It’s even educational—I came out learn-
ing something. Take that, PBS! The costumes are 
outrageous, the vocals are spot-on, and the en-
tire show is a massive delight for all the senses.

The cherry on the cake at the Ptown Art House 
is this season’s Ryan Landry play. His 5 To 9 
is a spoof on 9 To 5, is set in the Trump White 
House—and it works extremely well. The cast is 
also sublime. Landry channels Lily Tomlin’s tight-
ly wound Violet to a T, Varla Jean Merman goes 
places Dolly Parton never dreamed of and Peach-
es Christ makes Jane Fonda look like a schoolgirl. 
Larry Coen is a lascivious and clueless Trump. 
And in many ways, Penny Champayne steals the 
show as Kellyanne Conway, Melania, Ivanka, and 
even Roz. Atta girl! Tix for all these shows can be 
found at PtownArtHouse.com.

If you follow this column, you’re probably sick 
to death of all the mentions of the hunky Rick 
Murray and the Crown and Anchor. But one up-
coming show deserves some mention. Billy Por-
ter is returning for two shows Aug. 19-20. Having 
seen his previous Ptown outing, I can tell you 
not to miss the chance to see this phenomenal 

artist in such an intimate setting. You can get tix 
at OnlyAtTheCrown.com. And if you miss him in 
Ptown, here’s an exciting announcement— Billy 
and his original castmate Stark Sands are return-
ing to the Broadway production of “Kinky Boots” 
on Sept. 26. This will be a strictly limited return 
through Jan. 7. I guess you can go home again!

All of you who have been waiting with bated 
breath for ABC’s live production of The Little Mer-
maid on Oct. 3 will have to keep waiting—it’s 
been “postponed.” And I would not recommend 
holding your breath. I think “postponed” is code 
for “cancelled.” “The project is so unique that 
we are making best efforts to do it next year and 
want to give it all the attention it deserves.” Like 
mermaids, I’ll believe it when I see it.

On the other hand, FOX will bring us A Christ-
mas Story on Dec. 17. You may know that the 
beloved holiday film (which, believe it or not, I 
have never seen), was made into a Tony-nomi-
nated musical. This live TV presentation will be 
of the musical, with a twist—it will feature some 
new songs written by Benj Pasek and Justin 
Paul, composers of Dear Evan Hansen. They’ve 
even wrangled the great Maya Rudolph to play 
the mother. 

The upcoming London production of Hair is of-
fering a clothing-optional performance. The audi-
ence members will get the opportunity to strip 
during the Act 1 finale. Note to self—bring a 
paper seat cover to this show!

Someone who usually shocks by shedding her 
clothes has actually shed her hair! Kathy Griffin 
just shaved her head. No, it isn’t some misguided 
homage to Sinead O’Connor. She did it in soli-
darity with her sister who is undergoing chemo-
therapy to fight a tumor. Mama Maggie tweeted 
a photo and wrote, “My daughter Kathleen Mary 
is a wonderful human being.” Well, now we know 
who is actually writing Kathy’s mother’s tweets!

Three people just filed a suit against usher 
claiming that he gave them herpes through sex. 
What caught my eye is that one of the three 
people is a guy. While some media outlets call 

BILLY
Masters

BILLYBILLYBILLY
MastersMastersMasters

Billy got intimate with singer Steve Grand—in 
a way. 
Photo by Joem c. bayawa

this a “frivolous lawsuit,” I’m not so sure. The 
plaintiffs even engaged the services of celebrity 
attorney Lisa Bloom—who recently repped Kathy 
Griffin during her fatwa. And once again I tied 
this whole column together. 

Our “Ask Billy” question comes from Darren in 
Las Vegas: “Friends of mine tell me Tyson Beck-
ford had a wardrobe malfunction at The Chippen-
dales at the Rio. True? Are there any photos?”

Well, we’ve featured every inch of Tyson Beck-
ford before, so why not do it again? After all, 
it’s time for summer reruns. As to the slip at the 
Chips, well, you can see something swinging 
around on BillyMasters.com.

When we’re bringing you a “dick slip,” it’s 
definitely time to end yet another column. Even 
though I’m technically on vacation, you can still 
find the freshest dish on BillyMasters.com—the 
site that never goes down. If you’re here and 
wanna hook up (or if you just have a question), 
drop a note to Billy@BillyMasters.com and I 
promise to get back to you before Tyson shakes 
his stick at me! Until next time, remember: One 
man’s filth is another man’s bible.

http://www.sidetrackchicago.com
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Wed., Aug. 16 
Women and Children First Activism Se-

ries Representatives from the Chicago 
chapter of the Sierra Club will be dis-
cussing their “Ready For 100%” Clean 
Energy Campaign. Sierra Club Chicago 
is currently collecting bottled water for 
East Chicago, which is facing a water 
crisis similar to the one in Flint, Michi-
gan. You can learn more at ChicagoIs-
ReadyFor100.com.   7:00pm   Women & 
Children First Bookstore  5233 N Clark 
St Chicago  http://www.womenandchil-
drenfirst.com/event/activism-series-
sierra-club-chicago-citizens-climate-
lobby

Thursday, Aug. 17
Legal Council for Health Justice Cele-

brates Mexico with BiEnVEniDOS Ben-
efit Cuisine by Bombon Cafe, cocktails 
by Sidetrack, live entertainment, silent 
auction and raffle. 350+ influential 
guests from law, medicine, politics, and 
social service expected. Benefits Legal 
Council’s free legal services for low-in-
come people with HIV, individuals fac-
ing homelessness, and children with dis-
abilities. $75   6:00pm   Sidetrack  3349 
N Halsted St Chicago  312-427-8990  

http://www.council17.gesture.com
First international Hollywood Awards 

A ceremony honoring the achievements 
of a select group of urban independent 
filmmakers, authors, models, musicians, 
photographers, promoters, and more! 
Nominees include Chance The Rapper, 
Coquie Hughes, Marcus Carothers, Milon 
V. Parker, Kristie & Quiana Turner, Jay 

Davis, Alvin Elmore and more. Kid friend-
ly.  6:30pm - 9:00pm   Center on Halsted  
3656 N Halsted St.,  http://www.face-
book.com/events/663930640473857/  
Tickets: http://bit.ly/2uRTi4e

new Town Writers’ Workshop Writers are 
asked to bring copies of their work so 
other writers and listeners may more 
easily follow the texts. Bring pieces you 
would like to have considered to be in-
cluded in the next anthology of Off the 
Rocks.  7:00pm - 9:00pm   Charmers’ 
Cafe, 1500 W. Jarvis, Chicago.

Friday, Aug. 18
Black Alphabet Film Fest Showcasing 

films and works highlighting and ex-
ploring Black LGBTQ and Same Gender 
Loving experience, along with its repre-
sentative talents. $15. Continues Aug. 
19  5:00pm - 10:00pm   Reva and David 
Logan Center for the Arts  915 E. 60th 
St Chicago  Tickets: http://www.blackal-
phabet.org/

Queer Genre Fiction Book Group Willa 
Cather, My Antonia. My Ántonia evokes 
the Nebraska prairie life of Willa Cath-
er’s childhood, and commemorates the 
spirit and courage of immigrant pioneers 
in America.   6:30pm - 9:30pm   Ger-
ber Hart Library and Archives  6500 N 
Clark St Chicago  773-381-8030  http://
www.facebook.com/events/17752355
16055269/?acontext=%7B%22action_
history%22%3A%22null%22%7D

T-MAC: Transmasculine Alliance Chi-
cago A topic-driven, peer-led discus-

sion group addressing transmasculine 
identity and experiences. First, third 
and fifth Fridays (if applicable).  6:30pm 
- 8:45pm   Center on Halsted  3656 N 
Halsted Chicago  http://www.centeron-
halsted.org

Cowboy Eye For the Leather Guy A make-
over contest to benefit Groceryland Pan-
try. Winning leatherman will be made 
into a cowboy that night, receiving 
$300 in western wear from Alcala’s. Sign 
up at 10 pm, contest at 11 pm. Meet 
the new cowboy at midnight. 6414 N. 
Clark St., https://www.facebook.com/
events/476551026043425/

Saturday, Aug. 19 
American Veterans for Equal Rights 

(AVER) continuing 25th year Celebra-
tion Party and Fundraiser AVER contin-
ues to stand up for social justice and 
equality for all. Suggested donation: 
$15 Drink specials: Wrist bands for $3. 
Food and raffles included. Questions and 
donations to Treasurer Timothy.zylstra@
yahoo.com  3:00pm - 7:00pm   Little 
Jim’s  3501 N Halsted St., AVERChicago.
org

She100 Summer Social Late afternoon 
house party to socialize and build com-
munity and membership. Heavy hors 
d’oeuvres, wine, beer, She100 cocktail, 
and nonalcoholic drinks will be served. 
Bring your swimsuit, if you wish to enjoy 
the hot barrel tub. Free. Funding goal for 
the day is $3,000. All proceeds will be 
100% matched. sheonehundred@gmail.

com  3:30pm   Contact organizer for lo-
cation  http://crossroadsfund.org

Sunday, Aug. 20
PFLAG DuPage Guest speaker Katie 

Slivovsky of the Chicago Children’s Mu-
seum. PFLAG DuPage meets the third 
Sunday of each month   2:00pm   St. 
Paul Lutheran Church, 515 S. Wheaton 
Ave., Wheaton  http://www.pflagdu-
page.org

Muffy Fishbasket Presents: Story Time 
With Drag Queens Muffy Fishbasket and 
her Good Time Galz each reads a classic 
bedtime story to a roomful of children. 
3:00pm - 4:00pm   Center on Halsted  
3656 N Halsted St., Tickets: http://com-
munity.centeronhalsted.org/Muffy2?er
id=6306306&trid=adc238fd-cc9c-4e9c-
90ec-1b00260242b0

Monday, Aug. 21 
LGBT Chamber of Commerce Boat Cruise 

Top-shelf open bar and dinner  6:30pm 
- 9:30pm   Navy Pier  Tickets: http://
lgbtcc.com

Wed., Aug. 23 
DiFFA/Chicago’s White Party, under 

the Midsummer’s Sky Venue Tours 
5pm. Early tickets $75, regular $95.   
6:00pm   Exhibit on Superior residen-
tial tower, 165 W. Superior St., Chicago  
Tickets: http://diffachicago.org/EVENT/
E625703985

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

‘STORY’ DAZE

Muffy Fishbasket (above) 
and her Good Time Galz will 
read stories to children at 

Center on Halsted.
Photo from Mary Jane Maharry

Sunday, Aug. 20

CLEANING SERVICES
CHESTnuT CLEAninG SERViCES: We’re a house clean-
ing service for homes, small businesses and small 
buildings. We also have fabulous organizational skills 
(a separate function at a separate cost that utilizes 
your assistance) for what hasn’t been cleaned in many 
months or years due to long-term illness, depression, 
physical/mental challenges, for the elderly, if you 
have downsized and more. Depressed about going 
home to chaos? We can organize your chaos, straight-
en out your chaos, help you make sense of your chaos 
and finally clean what is no longer chaos. Can we help 
you? Bonded and insured. Chestnut Cleaning Ser-
vice: 312-332-5575. www.ChestnutCleaning.com 
(11/23/17-52)

COUNSELING & PSYCHOTHERAPY
ARE yOu GOinG THROuGH A DiFFiCuLT TiME? 
Feeling overwhelmed, anxious or depressed? Is 
your relationship struggling? I can help you better 
understand these situations and create solutions for 
them. My practical approach entails a therapeutic 
alliance that is affirming, empathic, and interactive. 
Michael J. Bland, Psy.D., LCPC. northside location. 
773-404-8161. Michael@BlandTherapy.com / 
www.BlandTherapy.com (9/28/17-52)

HELP WANTED
EnTREPREnEuRiAL SPiRiTS WAnTED. Achieve Person-
al & Financial FREEDOM. Help us help you help oth-

ers. It’s what we do. Earn while you learn to invest 
VERY PROFITABLY in Real Estate. For a brief online 
overview, call or text your name to 708-292-8778. 
(8/30/17-4) 

HOME IMPROVEMENT & PAINTING
MAKE yOuR DECK LOOK FABuLOuS! Get on our sched-
ule to have your deck cleaned and sealed. We also do 
Remodeling, Carpentry, Drywall Repairs, Painting. “A+” 
with BBB. Licensed-Bonded-Insured, One year War-
ranty. Free Estimates! Andy OnCall 847-328-3100 
www.andyoncallchicago.com (2/15/18-60) 

MASSAGE
RAinBOW THAi BODyWORK ALEX. Thai bodywork for 
gay only by Russian Alex. Petite but strong! North-
brook studio or housecalls. Expensive and worth it. 
From Russia with love! (847) 868-0110 (8/16/17-
4)

CLASSIFIEDS

312-855-0875 | 221 N. LaSalle St., Chicago, IL 
LysterFirm@aol.com

Speak to an experienced 
attorney within minutes who 

• State & Federal Courts
• Felonies & Misdemeanors
• Internet & White-Collar Crime
• All Drug Charges

• Weapon & Gun Charges

• Drunk Driving
• Orders of Protection
• Expungements

 24/7 Emergency Phone : 847-309-7777

REAL ESTATE
FOR SALE – OUT OF TOWN 
inDiAnA DunES WOODED RETREAT in Beverly Shores, 
Indiana. Fabulous 3 bedrooms, 1.75 baths, 1800 sq 
ft, 1.5 acres in a Lake Michigan community 55 miles 
from Chicago with South Shore commuter train service 
surrounded by the Indiana Dunes State Park and Indi-
ana Dunes National Lakeshore. 329 E IDLER, BEVERLY 
SHORES, INDIANA. ASKING $575.000. Call Arlene at 
219-872-4811 or email ARLEnEBEGLin@gmail.
com. (9/6/17-4)
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Ray J. Koenig III and Clark Hill PLC

Clark Hill is an entrepreneurial, full service law firm that provides 
business legal services, government & public affairs, and personal 
legal services to our clients throughout the country. With offices 
in Arizona, Delaware, Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 
Washington, D.C. and West Virginia, Clark Hill has more than 300 
attorneys and professionals.

clarkhill.com

312.985.5938    rkoenig@clarkhill.com 

• Probate
• Trusts
• Guardianship
• Estate Planning
• Elder Law

PROUD TO BE PART OF THE LGBTQ COMMUNITY

#betrealty

Celebrating 20 Years — Founded 1996
(773) 342-7211  •  2041 W Division St.

BETANCOURTREALTY.COM

TexT or call: (312) 782-4615
JudgeShapiro@gmail.com

JudgeShapirolaw.com
180 N. laSalle Street, Suite 3700, chicago, Il 60601

Specializing in
Same-Sex
Weddings

In English and/or Spanish
Starting at $300 

Judge James a.
shapiro (ret.)

Wedding Officiant

Judge Shapiro actively supported same-sex weddings ... 

now he gets to officiate them!

Professional Condo/Coop 
Property Management at an 
Affordable Rate

Dedicated to Achieving
100% Customer Satisfaction

Kane Property
Management Corp.

773-472-2300
www.KaneManagement.com

ORTHOPAEDIC SURGEON
CAR ACCIDENT, WORK INJURY OR ORTHOPAEDIC INJURY

GOLD COAST ORTHOPAEDIC SPINE AND HAND SURGERY
ROBERT JAMES FINK, M.D.

Conveninetly located at 7200 N. Western Ave., 2nd Floor
312-654-8800

www.goldcoastorthopaedic.com
¡Se habla Español!

• BACK
• SHOULDER
• ELBOW
• WRIST
• HAND
• HIP
• KNEE
• ANKLE
• FOOT

Artists
Professionals
Business owners

serving:

www.abd-cpas.com  •  (847) 257-7330

When experience counts...
In service to the community 
for over 35 years.

The Law Office of
Roger V. McCaffrey-Boss, P.C. 

• Business Organization    
• Wills, Trusts & Probate    
• Real Estate Closings     
• Premarital Agreements

33 N. Dearborn St., Suite 800, Chicago, IL 60602
312-263-8800       RVMLAWYER@AOL.COM
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